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MEWAMTA
NO. 164SANTA FE, NEW MEXIGO. SATURDAY, AUGUST 23, 1913.KOI. 50
EMPEROR WILLIAM
JOINS RANKSFEDERALS ARE
York would have an admittedly extra-- !
ditable offense on which to demuud
Thaw's release from Vermont. j
Will Have Sunday Service.
That Hurry K, Tu.iw will have Sun- -
PRIZE FIGHTER
KILLED BY
OF TEETOTALERS
HUERTA SHOWS
CHANGE OF
THAW WILL BE
DEPORTED TO
VERMONT
Berlin. Aug. 23- .- Emperor William
town
.according to a special cable
from Mexico City, to the Picayune
yesterday morning.
According to the cable, Zapatista
prisoners told the soldiers that Emill
lino Zapata slew the commissioners
wllh his own hand while he was In
a frenzy of auger at having been
forced again to abandon the retreut
which had served him in many times
of st reus during the I wo years he had
been closely pursued. Zapata was said
to be hiding in Guerrero.
is reported to have joined the ranks
of It is known that dur-
ing his recent northern cruise, the em-
peror abandoned use of all alcoholic
beverages and it is understood that he
permanently lias foresworn even the j
fatherlands famous beer and its choic- -
day service held in his cell is the an-
nouncement made by George M.
who is in this city representing
the personal Interests of the Thaw
family and looking after the comfort
of the prisoner.
"I endeavored to get permission
from the judge to allow me to take
Harry to church," said Mr. McLeish,
"but this he declined to do."
"1 will arrange, however, to have a
minister visit him in his cell and con
HEART
DEVELOPMENTS LEAD TO
IMPORTING
ARMS
PRESIDENT WILSON ALLOWS HUERTA
GOVERNMENT TO IMPORT 2,000
RIFLES AND A QUANTITY OF
AMMUNITION THROUGH PORT
OF JUAREZ.
BLOW
"BULL" YOUNG DIES AFTER BEING
KNOCKED OUT BY JESS WILLARO
AT LOS ANGELES LAST NIGHT.
CONCUSSION OF THE BRAIN IS
THE CAUSE.
CANADIAN A'JTHORITES WILL PROB-
ABLY WASH THEIR HANDS OF
THE CASE AND RETURN THAW
est wines. As a substitute he has tak- -
en to lemonade with a dash of orange
Juice, in imperial circles it. lias long
been known that Emperor William j
MULHALL STILL
ON STAND (N
HOUSE PROBE duct some sort of services appropriate
BELIEF THAT HE MAY RECON-
SIDER HIS REJECTION OF UNITED
STATES PEACE PROPOSALS.-M- AY
SEND ENVOY HERE.
TO VERMONT INSTEAD OF NEW:., the condition. Mr. Thaw is a
church member and lias always been.YORK.
was greatly impressed with statistical
study of the effects of alcohol, rang-
ing from crime to impairment of mail's
working efficiency, lie often express-
ed the opinion to members of his court
that immoderate drinking was one of
His denomination is Presbyterian and
1 will acordingly try to have a Presby-
terian minister visit him. WILLARD ARRESTED
FOR MANSLAUGHTER
OTHERWISE CASE MAY
DRAG ON FOR YEARS
READING OF MESSAGE
MAY BE DELAYED
FIRST PERMIT GIVEN
SINCE 25TH OF JUNE
"Anything else that I can do to
make the time pleasant for him will
be done."
Jerome on Thaw Case.
the greatest factors in retarding the
developments of the nations, and that
while he was swearing naval recruits
at Willielmshaven recently, he took
occasion to deliver a lecture on tem-
perance. He also recently told army
officers that he would he well pleased
if toasts to his health were drunk In
Shorbrooke, Que., Aug. 23. Out of! Albany. X. V., Aug. 2:'.. Williams
the tangle or legal red tape surround- - Travers Jerome, appointed a special
ing the case of Harry K. Thaw, de- - deputy attorney general to look after
tallied in the Sherbrooke jail as a! Hie Thaw extradition case, has been
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 23. John
W. "Dull"' Young, .Ir the prize fighter
who was knocked out last night by
Jess Willard, died at 9:2." this morn
Washington. D. C. Aug. 23. 'De-
velopments in the Mexican situation
were moving swiftly today toward a
point where officials expected to de-
termine whether 'President Wilson
Washington, D. C, Aug. 23. Martin
M. Mulhall testified to the house lobby
committee today that Representative
McDermott, of Illinois, told him he
had received $2000 from brewery in-
terests during the 1912 campaign for
"something that was to be douo
here."
Mulhall Bwore that John A. McDer-
mott, of New York, a cousin of the
representative; Mr. Fleming, a brew-
er's agent and brother-in-la- of the
congressman, and I. N, McMichael,
one time chief page of the house also
told him about the $20(K). Representa-
tive McDermott told him his cousin
promised $5000.
The senate committee will begin
Tuesday with continuous sessions un-
til it has finished the Mulhall end of
its investigation.
water. The emperor has not forced
bis opinion upon his friends, however,fugitive from Mntteawan, there issued
this afternoon what was understood to
instructed to proceed at once to Can-
ada in tills connection. He will reach
Sherbrooke tomorrow. This anuounce- -be an ultimatum from the immigration
would read his special message to and his own stand lias received little
congress Tuesday. Direct advices publicity .perhaps for the same reason
from Mexico City that provisional! that the minister of education of a
President Huerta might wish to German state once opposed the
consider his rejection of the Ameri- - establishment of a Good Templar
can proposals before President Wilson lodge on the ground that it threatened
lad the negotiations hare before the j one of the most important Industries
authorities, it was that Thaw, ir he;ment came tins morning tniin ine oi-s-
elected, would be deported to New-- i nee or the attorney general,It caused considerable comment porport, Vermont, as an undesirable after
arraignment in court here on Wednes- - the reason that when the announce-da-
and then the Canadian authorities I'"''"1 was made yesterday or Mr. Jer
would wash their hands of the affair. ome's appointment as deputy it was
submit to Indicated specifically that his particu-tatio-If he chooses not to depot--- !
under thelur ,i,,11pa wm,ld ,,e in tl,e lmp olhe will be held here
present commitment of being a fugi- - inducing the governor of whatever
live and will not have a hearing !8tl,e to which Thaw might be de-
-
of the empire. The Imperial example
usually carries great weight.
ing at the hospital where an operation
was perfumed early today to relieve
cerebral hemorrhage. The surgeons
ho performed the operation gave
concussion or the brain as the cause of
his death.
An early morning operation on
Young's skull In an effort to relieve
a celebral hemorrhage, was at first
pronounced a success. In addition to
the hemorrhage of the brain, those at-
tending the fighter declared that there
were so many complications that it
was impossible to enumerate tbem,
all hough they denied a report that his
back had been broken. -
When Young was knocked out last
night and failed to revive four physi
Washington, D. C, Aug. 23. Presi-
dent Wilson has granted permission
for the exportation of 2,000 rifles and
850,000 cartridges to the Huerta gov-
ernment. All but 1,000 rifles, which
go to Vera Cruz from New Orleans,
will be shipped from El Paso via Juar-
ez. Some of the latter already have
gone.
Although it was the first permission
granted since June 25 and many appli-
cations have been turned down, it was
declared no change had been made in
the government's policy and officials
pointed out that the neutrality proc-
lamation permitted the president to
authorize shipments at his discretion.
Unofficially it is said, the United
States is not averse to having the
Huerta garrison at Juarez well armed,
to discourage attack and a battle on
the border with its consequent compl-
ication. Neither is this government
averse, to seeing the line of com-
munication between Vera Cruz and
Mexico City kept open as an avenue
of egress for foreigners in Mexico
City. No general shipments will be
permitted.
world have changed the situation and
today the president's plans were con-Inge-
on the moves of the next few
hours.
Suggestions have been made to the
Washington government which indi-
cate, a tendency on Vhe part of the
Huerta officials to delay the issue. It
10 turn mm over ,o me ewishonld he drou his habeas cornus Pro- - jPorieaCATRONPROPOSESW00L
SCHEDULE
BANKERS WOULD AMEND
CURRENCY BILL
that time, tinoHinu-u- i th fintnhpv term nf York authorities. At
to he sure
nl,rt attorney genera,! seemed
. that Thaw would be returned to Ver- -Thls put the next step in the case
,lnmediate,y liriel. tne diBDOf:a,
squarely up to the prisoner himselt a Qf (he habeag s pro,epdillss Bel
situation said to be very pleasing to,. r novt XVoAAav.OFFERS AN AMENDMENT TO TARIFF BILL
, known mat iiuerta nas unuer con-
sideration a plan to send an envoy to
the United States to talk unofficially
with President Wilson, just as Mr.
hind did with Huerta. It is believed
that Federico Gamboa, minister of
cians worked over him for thirty min-
utes while six thousand spectatorsJohn Mack, who has been at Shei
RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE THINK CER
TAIN CHANGES WOULD IMPROVE THE
MEASURE AND MAKE FOUR IMPORTANT
CHANGES.
brooke for the state authorities, came
him.
His lawyers conferred with him all
forenoon; but with what result was
not made known. O'Mara of Pitts- -
CARRYING THE HIGHEST RATES ON
WOOL OF ANY SUBSTITUTE YET PRE-
SENTED.-. BRANDEGEE PROPHESIES.
is being consideredum-.k-
. to .iiuuii hub illuming unu imu foreign relations
a long interview wuu uie auurneyburgh, reported to be on his way here ra, Tne anolln(:emeI1t
to "sit on the lid" for the Thaw tarn-- , Canada,erome VQlM gQ to
that Mr.
followed.
ily. had not arrived this afternoon, andWashington, D. C, Aug. 23 FreeArms Are Shipped. The state authorities now admit Chicago, Aug. 2:',. The resolutionThaw was still the dominant head of ;t, t , g d , mav pnane bpforeRl Pasn Tpvik Anir 23 Permits ra w001 was tne center ot the tarin committee this afternoon reported to
the meeting of bankers making recomthey can secure Thaw s return to this
country.
for the mission.
Foregn governments, some of which
have recognized the Huerta govern-
ment in Mexico, are exerting such
pressure on it to yield to the demands
of the United States that develop-
ments may cause President Wilson to
defer the reading or his message to
congress on Tuesday.
Adninistration officials took that
view today. Hit patches from John
mendations for a new currency jaw.
The committee found that while the
stood on their seats and waited for the
outcome. Those concerned directly in
the, fight were placed under technical
arrest immediately after the serious-
ness of Young's condition became
known, Earl Rogers, the attorney for
the Pacific Athletic club, under whose
auspices the contest was staged,
notifyed the sheriff that he would be
personally responsible for their ap-
pearance when desired. It was ex-
pected that more formal action would
bo taken. The men for whom Rogers
guaranteed appearance included Wil-
lard, Charles F. Kyton, the referee,
the seconds of both fighters and the
promoters of the bout. Thomas J. Mc- -
Owen-Glas- s bill conatins many excel-
lent features, it could be improved
materially by adding amendments.
They agreed that, under the bill as it
CAYNOR TO RUN
FOR MAYOR AS
AN INDEPENDENT
fight, again today in the senate. Dem-
ocratic leaders hoped to vote before
adjournment tonight on the substi-
tute schedules. Another substitute
was offered today by Senator Catron,
Republican, of New Mexco, carrying
the highest rates of any yet present-
ed.
Senator Jones offered as an amend-
ment the principal portions of hiB bill
for an inheritance tax which would
levy on all transfers of property in the
United States the Philippines. Gradu-
ated rates beginning at one per cent
the proceedings. The uncertain status
ol' his lawyers has not precipitated an
open break, but it is understood that
In the absence of any definite advices
from the Thaws except to "do their
best," they were marking time and
listening patiently to Thaw's rambling
advice.
After his admission of last night
that he was the chauffeur that drove
Thaw from Matteawan "gentleman
Roger" Thompson kept his mouth
closed today. Thaw, however, prompt-
ly issued a statement that he had re-
tained counsel to defend Thompson
I.ind described a more conciliatory i8talldH slal0 baIlks coi(1 not be In
disposition on tne pan oi tne mi-,- -- . , . . , fedel.al reserve
tu officials as a result of the senate batik plan.
Instead of twelve reserve banks asIdebate here Thursday, in which Presll.i ,
,,:! ....... ,,'in mmiulv
New York. Aug, 23. Mayor Gay
nor's determination to run for
as an independent, guarantees one
of the liveliest municipal campaigns
UeilL llliauil n.ia m. , ...
,,.,,!,,, tl, ,., , , t . ..i at-- aott ...ft .u", ' . . m...endorsed in his efforts milte advocated one and declared that
in no case should there be more thanpeace.PresidentNew York has seen in several years.There will be three iii keis In the Wilson's Insistence
on
five.Pn t'rt , t(l All the original proposals has demons! rat-- j"""" ' "'". "f l" ": ad that he regarded the chauffeur asper cent tor $15,000,000 and 50 peri nritish ,,.. vlplim f.,iSP Whatever ihe new law, it must hebased on the gold standard, declareded to Mexico the futility of sending anlilt... tltihilSM OT Fellcent for more. In all states having in
and to be a success it'he committee. .. ,
.1 oi.,,..arrest. Asa matter of fact Thompsonis said to be the son of a Torontoheritance tax laws the local tax would j
field Democratic, Fusion and Gaynor.
The Democratic designating commit-
tee meets this afternoon to name as
its mayoralty candidate Edward E.
McCall, recently a supreme court jus-
tice and now president of the public
were granted today, according to cus-
toms and military officials here to the
Huerta government to export 500,000
rounds of ammunition anad 1,000 rifles
to Mexico. This is in addition to the
forty thousand rounds of aammunition
and three hundred rifles permitted to
cross yesterday. Rebel sympathizers
have telegraphed to congressmen at
Washington protesting at the permis-
sion granted to the Huerta govern-
ment.
Mexican federal officials received
telegraphic orders from New York to-
day for $250,000 gold. This is to I bo
used to pay the troops in Juarez, said
to be in a state of mutiny because of
lack of pay.
Villa on the Move.
Pancho Villa and his rebel band are
not on the Mexican Central railroad
awaiting to attack supply trains head-
ed from Juarez for Chihuahua, accord-
ing to information received here to-
day by Americans. This information
U to the effect that Villa and his rebel
band passed south through Madera,
Chihuahua, last Sunday, headed for
the mountains. The supply trains,
which have been loading in Juarez
since Monday are still held In the bor-
der city. The exact reason is not
known. It Is generally believed, how-
ever, that the delay is due to non-recei-
of money for the troops, who
are to guard the train.
Mexico City, Aug. 23. Nine fights
eriCO l.nillDOa. to uim-u- n....
tion with President Wilson. The rait-
ed Slates has informed Mexico thai
he
iintist satisfy bankers and business
jnien alike.
When the committee on resolutions
policeman. For years however
has lived in New York city.
be deducted from the tax proposed
under the amendment. Some minor
amendments proposed by the finance limine t Ii ti nnvnv hronirht a favorableMiKTrir'T Aimriiev i miner tu jju - utirviee pnmmiKsinn. I lie r Miuiusm. answer to the ' American note his of the meeting of bankers to discussbill resumed its work to-mission would be fruitless. No envoy ja curency
i... .i lihtv Ihorrt lilllp nroKltect lliat K
Carey, and Ay Greenwald.
Dr. G. A. ScrogKS, one of the sur-gea-
who performed the operations
on Young's skull, said this morning
that the celebral hemorrhage was
caused by concussion when the
fighters head struck the canvas floor
of the ring and not by the right upper-cu- t
to the chin with which Willard put
him out.
Jess Willard, who had been placed
under technical arrest after the fight
last night pending the outcome of
oung's injuries, was taken into cus-toda- y
by deputy sheriffs on a charge
of manslaughter immediately after
Young died.
Besides Willard, Greenwald, Mc-Car-
and Eyton, the warrant called
for Harry Gilmore, Jr., Willard's man-
ager; Tom Jones, Young's manager;
Al Harder, timekeeper at the Vernon
a wvnoeren n il t ii e lew iurt i ".
would he able to report its findingsforeign pressure are expected to
committee were accepted and after a ess countv Npw Vork ,))jpilty Attor. wno incl,dp Rpplll)lcanBt Progressives
three-corne- r debate between Snators j Franklin and andney GttnPml Kennedy independence Leaguers, someSimmons and James in which Mr. otners .oncenied in getting Stanford independent Democrats, have selected
Brandegee declared President Wilson white's slayer back to Matteawan, John Purroy Mitchell. Mayor Gaynor
would turn a political somersault ifjare waiting developments, meantime wm rl1I, as the candidate of the Gay-h- e
signed the bill and the people j exerting pressure on the Vermont au-- 1 nor league with a full Gaynor ticket,
"would place one little wreath of thorities in anticipation of extradition
bring about important developments
wthin a few days.
President Wilson meanwhile practi-
cally completed his message to con-
gress and read it over to Secretary
Bryan late today.
THE DAY IN CONGRESSproceedings in that state.Thaw was very petulant today, par-
ticularly so over Roger Thompson's
declaration that he had been "framed"
into the Matteawan plot. His cell is
near Thompson's but they have not
tried to talk to each other. Thaw is
still without personal funds. His cred
lilies of the valley on the Democratic
corps three years hence."
The senate as a committee of the
whole approved the wool schedule,
Senators Smoot, Penrose, ha Follette
and Catron announcing that they
would defer speaking on their sub-
stitutes until later. Free raw wool
will be voted on next week, when the
free list Is reached.
Senate.
Continued tariff debate on wool
schedule.
Bill to prevent interstate movement
of campaign funds recommended for
IOWA TEAM WINS
HERRICK CUP
AT CAMP PERRY
until afternoon. It was said that the
committee had agreed to suggest cer-
tain amendments to the Glass-Owe-
bill, as follows:
1. eliminating the comptroller of
currency and the secretary of agricul-
ture from the federal reserve board
and make the personnel of the hoard
seven members, composed of secre-
tary of the treasury, three members
appointed by the president of the
United States and three members
chosen by the bankers.
2. Removing the management of
federal reserve banks from politics
by limiting the powers of the federal
agents or chairman of the board and
clothing the bankers' alvisory board
with a veto power.
!. Making membership of national
banks of the federal reserve banks
voluntary instead of compulsory.
4. Limiting the number of central
reserve banks to five instead of 12,
between the federals and constitu it appears to be pretty good, though, passage.
-
Passed S50.000 appropriation for)
Knox- - i' Kovernment's participation in'hisother luxuries are piled on cot and
tionalists are reported to have taken
place during the last twenty-fou- r
hours. All of them are recorded as rilln fl.noai.Qlirtr, PnniTPACB ,',lllVPIlt Oilwnoc. ""-- -- -tahl
Thaw probably will never have a fU"8'' eI,W!t'on "ITcalled torhearing on the habeas corpus writ
.1 (.r rt Hunt.,, Tl t'1a'tttn nu il Rpnalnr
federal victories.
According to the official reports,
NO OPEN SHOP
FOR COLORADO
SAYS F. J. HAYES gotten out by his attorneys, accora-j'-
" Jthe military situation throughout the
ing to one of his counsel today. ''The date for this hearing has been . House.Not In meets Tuesday.set for next Wednesday, but the en-- ! session,
u..i. nn,,iiiii will i urrency caucus umuiiueii.HI w luiucaa iviiuo ,iuvru...'
Camp Perry, Ohio. Aug. 23 With
the conclusion of the 1,000 yard stage
today, the Merrick cup match, tinder
the auspices of the National Rifle as-
sociation, went to the Iowa team with
a score of 1.727. The "Usterwassers"
were second with 1,726, but as the
team was not made up of service men
second prize goes to the Massachu-
setts second team with a score of
1,702.
The United States cavalry team
took third place with a score of 1,691.
The Merrick match is shot over the
same course that the International
Palma trophy match will be shot. In
inil, tlie last year in which the Palma
match was shot, the high score was
1,720.
committee heard .Martin M.hobbybe dropped before then if the latest Mulhall.proposal is carried out
Trinidad, Colo. .Aug. 23 Frank J.
Hayes, national vice president of the
United Mine Workers of America this
afternoon issued a signed statement
declaring that all talk of settling the
controversy between the United Mine
Workers and operators in district
number 15 upon an "open shop" basis,
This is to have the writ withdrawn
arena; Harry Monahan, Young's train-
er; Jim Comeron, a negro fighter;
"Jack" Davies, Charles Enslinger and
Eddie Webster. The last four acted
aa seconds.
Manslaughter is the charge, and at
the district attorney's office it was
said bail probably would range from
$5(i0n for Willard down to $1000 for
each of the seconds.
Willard's bail was fixed at $5,000 and
that, of each of the others at $1,000.
All the defendants provided bonds and
were released this afternoon.
Arrangements for Young's funeral
were in charge today of his brother,
Noah Young. It was expected the body
would be taken to his father's home
at Glenn Rock, Wyo., for burial.
Diaz Willing.
Newport. R. I., Aug. 23. Rumors
that General Felix Diaz w ill not be a
candidate for president of Mexico at
the election in October, are replied to
in a telegram from General Diaz him-
self, received here today, in response
to an inquiry by W. H. Ellis, a pro-
moter of Mexican enterprises.
The telegram dated Quebec, where
General Diaz is now staying, reads:
"In regard to your Inquiry, as far as
I know, my partisans continue to work
in my behalf."
as approve! in the bill.
It Is regarded as probable that the
meeting will result in the selection
of a committee to go to Washington
SECRETARY GARRISON ATmnd nermit Thaw to face trial on FRONTIER DAY CELEBRATION.tlu? defective charge on which he was i
committed to jail by Justice Dupuis at ;
Coatickood. In this event. Thaw, Cheyenne. Vyo, Aug. 23,-S- ecre ar
,j !.,,,,. ,h of War Garrison and his party at 8were without foundation or the sane-- 1 WOU1U appear UWUIO U. lUllfiiouaic mu left fort D. A.o'clock this morningselect the method of his trial whether
Kussell, where they passed the night,the courtit should be by jury or by for the Pole mountain maneuver rewithout, a lurv. Should he elect a
in the interests ot tne amenamenis
which the bankers expect to agree
on before adjournment.
Former Congressman Charles N.
Fowler of New Jersey, chairman of
the house committee on banking dur-
ing the Roosevelt administration and
who failed In a prolonged fight for the
adoption of his currency bill, was
present. He asked permission to
speak, but was denied because he was
not an accredited member of the
meeting. '.J2f'
serve, SO miles northwest ot Cheyenne . , N BURNED BARNtrial bv jury, his case would not or- - B0DY
dinarily come up before autumn and They will return to Cheyenne at 2:.0, IDENTIFIED LARGE ESTATE.and attend the frontier days celebra- -of would con-- !a month or more delay
sequently result. Whatever the ver tion, witnessing contests to establish ijbnql)e. la., Aug. 23.- -11 was posi-dic- t
manv months, perhaps years, of world's championship broncho busters . aeplarpd today tl)ilt the body
republic is greatly Improved. The
rebels are said to be generally dis-
heartened and on the defensive In all
quarters.
These official reports are practic-
ally the only source of information
on which news for local consumption
is based. The other side of the story
rarely reaches the capital, because of
interrupted communication and cen-
sorship of dispatches at points out-
side the capital. In three of the
fights reported, 175 rebels are said
to have been killed, while the federal
loss is given at eight.
The situation about Torreon is now
admitted to be slightly worse. It is
understood the rebels control much
of the country about that section and
that a thousand more are marching
southward from Cuatro Cieriegas,
Coahuila. to reinforce those already
there. General Pena's quarters at
Monclova, has reported a portion of
his men cut off by the rebels and in
need of help. General Joaquin Maas,
who is marching northward from
Monclova to Guidad Porfirlo Diaz, has
been Instructed to delay his move-
ments in order to with
General Pena. The government ex-
presses confidence that Pena and
Maas will be able to check the south-
ward movement of the rebels.
tion of the union.
Hayes says statements published
about an "open shop' 'agreement are
without foundation.
"We shall Insist upon recognition of
the union, advance in wages and bet-
ter working conditions. As Wyoming
I.? a neighboring state 6f Colorado
where operators have recognized the
union and have worked in peace with
their men for years, I do not hesitate
to say that the miners of Colorado will
accept a Bimilar agreement. Why
travel fifteen hundred miles to West
Virginia to find a wage scale for Colo-
rado, when Wyoming is so close. 1 re-
quest the Colorado operators to an-
swer this question so the public may
not be decisive.
"FRANK J. HAYES."
HOTEL GUESTS LOSE
$5000 THROUGH BELL BOY. ARBITRATION
TREATY WITH
JAPAN EXPIRES
GERMANY WILL BE WELL
REPRESENTED AT EXPOSITION
found in the burned barn at the
Sternweis home, where the family of
five perished was that of Mrs. Stern-
weis. This was determined when gold
and other false teeth were discovered
in the ashes of the ruins.
The funeral for the five dead was
held today.
The question of which died first,
husband, wife or children, may deter-
mine the disposition of the estate,
which now believed to be worth ful-
ly $100,000.
Dayton, Ohio, Aug. 23. Local police
are investigating a $5000 robbery
which was discovered here today, hast
Thursday Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Burn-ham- ,
of Los Gatos, Calif., deposited
diamonds and currency to the amount
of $500 at the desk of a local hotel.
Saturday morning the money was
missing, as was also a bell boy. who
has been working but a few weeks at
the hotel.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 23. Many
German enterprises and industries
may be represented at the Panama-Pacifi- c
exposition, despite the Berlin
government's decision not to partici-
pate, according to cable advices re-
ceived today by Director John Bar-
rett, of the Union-Speci-
freight rates and privileges
are being planned for prospective ex
Washington. D. C, Aug. 23. The ar-
bitration treaty with Japan expired by
limitation today and a supplementary
treaty proposed to extend its provi-
sions remains unacted on by the sen-
ate. Means of arbitrating the Cali-
fornia antiallen land question or oth
the verdict.
During the ,l.ife-tim- e of this litiga-
tion Thaw could remain in Canada,
his lawyers believe, and they cite the
cases of Gaynor and Greene, who re-
mained in Canada for years, while
their counsel fought legal proceed-
ings to bring them back into the
United States.
Rumors of a possible attempt to
"rescue" Harry Thaw from the prison
here so alarmed the provincial author-
ities today that Sir homer Guein, pre-
mier of the province, telegraphed to
Sheriff Aylmer, asking that official to
give his opinion as to whether the
ordinary staff of the prison was pro-
tection enough against a "raid."
The sheriff telegraphed the pre-
mier that he had no fears on this
score, although he thought an armed
guard would be useful to escort the
prisoner to court.
Should Rober Thompson decide to
"squeal" and give the inside of the
Matteawan plot, District Attorney
Conger will recommend that 1m
munity from prosecution In New York
be granted him. Such a confession
er disputes no longer exist unless a
special agreement should be made.
KILLS WIFE THEN BLOWS
OUT HIS OWN BRAINS.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 23. Robert
Smith today killed his wife, Maud, by
cutting her throat and then blew out
his own brains. The Smith's had
been separated.
The tragedy occurred at the home of
Henry Penner, where Mrs. Smith was
employed as housekeeper.
Great improvement in the situation
in the state of Chihuahua is reported
by the government. The public has
been given no news from Guaymas,
COMMITTEE GETTING
CURRENCY BILL INTO SHAPE.
hibitors, who are to meet soon to dis-
cuss their participation. Mr. Bar-
rett's advices came from an official
of a large German business house.' Sonora, for several days, except as
THOUSANDS OF VISITORS
VISIT PANAMA CANAL
Colon, Panama, Aug. 23 A record
number of tourists visited the Pana-
ma canal zone during the six months
of the present year, and reports at
the Isthmian steamship offices indicate
that the number of visitors during the
coming dry season will establish still
another record. From January till
July, 18,792 visitors inspected the
great work, which is nearly as many
as the entire number of sightseers
viewing the canal in 1912. In the last
four years 68,042 tourists have landed
in Colon on the Atlantic side, while
only a few hundred arrived in Pana-
ma city, at the Pacific entrance.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 23. With
the insurgent Democrats of
the house banking committee routed
by an eleventh hour ,coup In which
Secretary Bryan completely endorsed
President Wilson's plans for the ad-
ministration currency bill the caucus
today continued consideration of the
measure and took up the
STANSELL'S BODY IS
RECOVERED FROM DEBRIS
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 23. The body
of E. D. Stansell. the Santa Fe bridge
foreman, who with four of his men
were killed in a cave-i- n in the old
Raton tunnel, Wednesday, was re-
covered early today.
The bodies of Fred Fleener and Geo.
Clement, two Trinidad carpenters,
are still in the debris'.
Coroner C. M. Bayne, of Colfax
county, N. MH will conduct an inquiry
into the disaster this afternoon at
Raton. -
UNIVERSAL PEACE
CONGRESS HAS CLOSED
The Tague, Netherlands, Aug. 23.
The Twentieth Universal Peace Con-
gress held its closing session in the
Knights hall today. The delegates
voted to hold conventions at Vienna
in 1914, and It was decided to take
surances that the rebels in that vi-
cinity are demoralized because of dis-
sensions between the rebel leaders,
Maytorena and Pesquiera. It is un-
derstood that the federal general,
OJeda, will attempt no advance is So-
nora until he is reinforced.
New Orleans, Aug. 23 The bodies
ot Pascual Orozco, Sr., and other
jpeace commissioners, riddled with
bullets, were found in the streets of
Huautla, Guerrero, when the federal
troops forced an entrance into the
SHOOTS HIMSELF WHEN
WEDDING IS CALLED OFF.
Sterling, 111., Aug. 23. Charles Hub-ne- r,
35 years old, when his fiancee's
parents objected to his marriage with
their daughter, last night, returned to
his room, spent most of the night tak-
ing a bath, shaving and dressing him-
self in the garments purchased for the
wedding, then shot himself through
the head, dying Instantly.
features with the prospect of having
would greatly strengthen New York ti,e completed bill presented to the
It might be the basis of house early next week. Administrationstate's case,to that congress the Invitation of the
mayor of San Francisco to hold the proving bribery of Matteawan attend- - j leaders were more confident of har-ant- s
and on their Indictment, New monious and speedy action.1915 congress in San Francisco.
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VJKWKWAjtAAAAAiAAAAAZHi THE OPTIMIST'S VIEW
OF CONDITIONSA Special Sale
BABY'S HEAD
ITCHEDJiNDBURNEO
Red Pimple Grew Larger and
Larger. Scratched Until It Bled.
Cured in a Week by Cuticura Soap
and Ointment. e
A MOVEMENT TO HEAL OLD ANIMOSITIES
AND GET PEOPLE ON A FRIENDLY
BASIS-HAR- MONY IS NECESSARY TO
PROGRESS.3 DYER PORK BEANS
it willy-nill- as a means of
To show you the tremendous Im-
portance of organization to a com-- ,
munity here in the southwest which
desires especially the development of
its material resources by the importa-
tion of men and capital, let us sup-
pose that there is an unorganized
community a competitor of an or-
ganized one, and that other things are
equal. The organized community has
its commercial body with work dis-
tributed among varioiiB committees.
1. has its entertainment committee, Its
civic Improvement committee, its new
industries committee, its publicity
committee, and so on, and a paid sec-
retary who is wide awake to secure
everything possible for his commun-
ity's development. The publicity work
attracts attention to the town that is
organized. Where you hear once, and
maybe in an unfavorable way, of the
unorganized town, you hear a hun
Burns,' Wyo. "Thn troublo began oa
my baby when she was about four months
old. A red pimple wax n at first and itTHIS WEEK !THIS WEEK! grew liiiwr and larger all
the ttnio on tho back of her
head. 1 t looked scabby and THATVdU SHOULD mem
(Editor's Note The following Is
the conclusion of the article by Roy
Liudicheck, delivered at the Mountain-i.i- r
Chautauqua, the first installment
ot which was given in yesterday's
New Mexican) :
A stranger told me a while ago that
he would have located in a certain
town In New Mexico, but that he had
private and confidential Information
that every man in the town was a
scoundrel. "You see," he said,
"Smith, the merchant, assured me that
INTER GROCERY GO.
it iU'lied and burned and
site began to wruU'h it and
scratched until it would
bleed. Hometi mes she could
not sleep and' felt pretty
cross.
" I tried different remedies,
and other kinds but nona
CjOME AND JEF
OUR, GOOD
"VALUES
WE Keep the.
PRKSS DOWN
PHONE 40.
Jones, the banker, would steal from
a widow woman; Jones, the banker,
had a worse something to say about
Smith and volunteered further infor- - DON'T YOU THINK WE KNOW OUR BUSINESS? WELL WE DO.
dred times and always favorably of
the town that is. Therefore the com-
munity that is thoroughly organized
gets many more chances at securing
men and capital for its development.
After the prospect is secured, it
handles him under an ideal organiza-
tion with U0 per cent efficiency in
other words, the good for the com-
munity that is in that prospect is se-
cured. The committees having to do
of them would do any good. Tho trouhto
InsUxl till Rhe was a year old and I saw an
itilvertisement of Cuticura Soap and Oint-
ment so I sent for some. First 1 washed tho
s. ro part with tho Cuticura Soap and then
I!
'.plied tho Cuticura Ointment and left it on
r a while, then 1 washed it again with tho
c 'icura Koap. Cuticura Soap and Oint- -i
T.t cured tho sore in a week without a
siiir." (Signed) Mrs. Otto F. lleckly, Nov.
1012.
When you buy a flno toilet soap Miink of
t he advantages Cut icura Soap poKstMsus over
the most e)M)nsive toilet soap ever mado.
WE KNOW BETTER THAN TO SELL POOR GRADES OF HARDWARE
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
'
mation that Brown, the real estate
man, frequently robbed suckers of
everything they had. Brown, the real
estate man had much damaging gosBip
to retail about his neighbors, and so
!on, until finally 1 got a good firm grip
'
on my pocket book, and left the
town."
Nothing makes a worse impressim.
with internal improvements and bet
AT ANY PRICE. IF YOU WANT TO GET THE BEST COME TO US. WE
WANT TO GET THE BEST HARDWARE AND WE WANT TO GET THE
BEST CUSTOMERS, BUT WE DON'T WANT TO GET THE BEST "OF"
OUR CUSTOMERS, BECAUSE THAT ISN'T THE WAY TO KEEP CUS-
TOMERS. WE'LL GIVE YOU THE FULLEST VALUE FOR YOUR
GOOD HARD EARNED MONEY IN HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND
HARD WEAR
WOOD-DAVI- S HARDWARE COMPANY.
In addition to being abnolulely puro and re--terment ot living conditions are con- - fresh ng y fragrant, it is delieaUtly yet effec
stantly making their town more at tively medirafed. giving you two soais in
tractive, doing simple, and perhaps
PHONE 14. PHONE 14."IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
on a stranger than an attempt to drag inexpensive things, that improve and
him into some old quarrel, or inform j maiie the community more inviting.
him of the nefariousness of the people j Tne unorganized town lolls along hit
of the town he is investigating. The or misiJ, iostiy miss. What cliauce
chances are he is leaving his old home nns jt j,, competition with the other'.'
one, a toilet and a skin soap at one price.
CiiH'-ur- a Soap OJ.V.) and Cuticura Oint-
ment (flOc.) are sold everywhere. Sample of
eurh mailed free wit h 32-- Skin Book. Ad-
dress post-car- d "Cuticura. Dept. T, Boston."
JWMen who shave and shampoo with Cu-
ticura Soap will Hud it Dest for skin and acaln.
MIOTHEREVE CAME
AGES BEFORE ADAM
1
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
.War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecoi
Valley, !,700 feet above sealevel,
unshine every day. Opea air
work throughout the entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Four-
teen officers and instructors, all
gradnates from standard East-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Begents :
E. A. CAHOON, President.
J. E. KHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. FOB, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
c rcr particulars and Illustrated cats-etu-
address,
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.
because he is tired of fussing with his j Tne same C1Ulce that an untrained
neighbors, and having been burnt 'n boxer would have in the ring with
the frying pan, he doesn't look for-- j packy McFarlandthe same chance s.
v ard to the fire with any especial j brus!l ieague team would have on th"
longing;. diamond with a major league team
And do not think for a moment that jn short the chance represented con- LIGHTam counselling sham and pretense, veniently by a large round zero. Sladison, Wis., Aug. 23. Dr. HarveyWliey said he did not not spring fromAdam's rib, and now comes Dr. Paul11 is not sham or pretense when you Ma))J. of you collsiuer ,ui8 l00 oll.
refuse to let a strauger into your fam-- ; . . reouire statement. If it is. S. Hunter. Secretary of the Stato
ily troubles, is it? or when you speak y hy jg u tnat j 0J. any of you ca;l mvLrii o( Health, who goes still faith- -
well of your wife to him, aitnougn ou uume count 0I1 tne lingers of one er, declaring that Adam actually came N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHalter fjve,Li ODS, Electricity plays a most impor-tant part. The grandfather wouldmay nave a uemuie .Cmta.u.N , hand the efficiently organized coma fuss you had day before yesterday j mimities of this state. if it Is scwhen she appeared to you unreason- - j blonml!lg obvious, why is it that weable. The adoption of this attitude of 1)ave practicaily n0 stale organization,
praise toward your neighbors will j , ,, rommunities of the northwest.
bring about the very condition which Qur especial competitors, in a large
"Kve came a long time ahead of
Adam," he said. "Ages and ages
ahead of him. She was the only sex
to inhabit the earth for centuries. She
bred the race just as she stiil does,
and cared for it, fed it, sheltered it,
and, in fact, was the whole thing in
the world-makin- business. Biology
proves this absoluetely and incontro-vertibly- .
"Adam, in point of fact, was created
at first you must taiseiy iepretem. n way are thol.ougllly organized. If I
the Christian Science treatment of a ,ould make R more obvioU8 j voud
community ailment. You refuse to dQ flt th(J risk of bemg extremt,ly
recognize the existence of the ill, and ti,.esolne
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-
ern home and why all thU light? To
make the home more homelike' to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children, dood light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
so, miraculously, the very ill wnicn
by Eve. Of course, man won t admit
The reason why there are not more
o"anized communities in this state is
bause the underlying and necessary
harmony is lacking. Business men in
many localities have not yet tumbled
it. As he finally developed the strong
you thought you must work to con-
ceal, has in truth and in fact, van-
ished. The stranger will peddle your
good words, and your wost enemy,
hearing them, will be won over.
er body and sufficient brute force to
control things he began to dobs things
and take credit for everything, even
woman's creation,"
i to the futility of fussing, they have
And this brings me to announce one , not yet learned lhe pleasallter, easier,
of the main devices for securing har
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
oal andbl WoodSWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
POWERROUGH ROAD FORA GIRL ELOPERmony In a community. The formulais "Koost each other." Try it. Youhave no idea of the wholesome ef-fect of actually and in so many words
telling a man that you approve of
something worthy he has done or said.
Praise is breath to the spirit. Don't
he afraid to brag on your neighbor, on
your town, on your state. It helps
infinitely more gentlemanly way of in-
creasing business viz: that way of
getting together with their competi-
tors, organizing, forgetting their petty
grudes, and their little mean, "back-
biting gossip, and making n jre busi-
ness for everyone. They have never
been taught even the primer of co-
operation; they have apparently never
learned that personal gain in com-
munity movements comes only be--
IS QUITE SO CONVENN'you as much as it does them, or more,
Kalamazoo. Mich., Aug. 23. For
more than two days pretty Beatrice
Menter, 15 years old, and Albert
Green, 20 years old, have trod the
country roads in the vicinity of Gales
burg and iComstock, following their
elopement from Climax.
They were found by Kalamazoo of-
ficers in a barn near here, the maid-
en's shoes being worn through from
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook yourI,u oroaoens jour syuipau.., .i eause it is forgotten and unsought
a better citizen out ot you. isoohi, un-
til you believe it, ana then you areenver&Rio Grande R.R. Seek ye first the spirit of harmonyuid all othtr things Khali be added
unto juu
Just a lew more words before clos-- 1 the rough paths she and her lover
I once lived in a town where they (
organized a "Smoosh Club." 11 was1
limited in membership, and very ing.
W liat 1 have said is not Inltjidel ilad followed to get to Kalamazoo,
where they expected to obtain a mar
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and night' Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
riage license.
The girl is a ward of the juvenile
court, and some time ago was sent
to a farmer's home in Climax to live.
to rellect upon any particular com-
munity. It has, as 1 believe, quite gen-
eral application. People are very
much the same the world over. Com
munlties are strikingly similar, alike
in faults and virtues, in the abilities
and shortcomings of their respective
citizens, A half dozen men, whole-souled- ,
sober, intelligent, enthusiastic,
public-spirited- , having no immediate
personal ends to serve, can regenerate
any community in the world along the
lines above indicated. And it is a
wonderful work.
secretive. Its existence was un-
known except to its own' members.
The business of each member was to
seek out old animosities and heal
them up, and the results were wonder-
ful. The procedure was somewhat as
follows: A member of the club when
occasion came would draw out of Mr.
A some sort, of grading, favorable
comment concerning Mr. B whom he
hated cordially. You can usually get
some sort of favorable comment out of
one man about another, if you try
hard enough. His next breath may
HOW'S THIS?
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
hoi love him nprfectlv honorable In all
ROUND TRIP EXCURSION FARE
Santa Fe to Durango, Colorado,$13.15ACCOUNT OF
COLORADO-NE- W MEXICO
FAIR AND INDIAN CARNIVAL
Date of Sale, Sept. 21 to 25, '13, inclusive.
Return Limit, Sept. 29th.
1 have dwelt upon the material s id--
.Rinpss tranBactions and financiallyblast the other's character, but just
of it, upon material development, upon ab,e to carry out any obligations made ST FARESLOWS MMmaterial gain, isut oy rar tne most in- Dy n8 grm
I
NATIOXAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure la taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
j esti Jionlals sent free. Price 75 cents
per tottle, Sold by aJt Druggists
Take Hall's Familv Pills for
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
SANTA FE TO CLODDCROFT, N. M AND RETURN, (12.10.
spiring part ot it lies in its spiritual
aspect. Please note spiritual, not
spirituous. Community
banquets by the way should be grape-juic-
Many people think they are
public spirited when they are really
drunk. It is a mistake I have seen
whole communities make around the
banquet table. I had rather have an
ounce of enthusiasm generated legiti-
mately upon a substantial meal and
ice water than a ton of that spurious
exaltation emanating from dry
martinis anr champagne.
I say that community building is
high spiritual endeavor. The inspirit-
ing touch of the shoulder, comrade by
comrade, thrilling hearts fighting for
WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M. The
BestKnow-How-ltivene- ss
East
or
West
ignore that. If he says that Jones is
a good lawyer, but is crooked as a
barrel of snakes just forget the
snakes. This favorable part of the
comment, according to the rules of the
club, was reported to some other
member who retailed it to Mr. B, and
draws out something good from Mr.
B for Mr. A. Another member of the
club carries this back to Mr. A, and
so on. Some surprising reconciliations
were effected, and the whole com-
munity was benefited because this ac-
tivity made for harmony. The
Smoosh club worked there, and it il-
lustrates a principle that is right. Re-
peat the good things and forget the
bad. That may seem like a copy-boo-
motto, but it. is sound wisdom and
pleasing to the gods.
A sound organization is based al-
ways upon harmony. Organization
without harmony is a rope of sand. It
will not hold together. Without or-
ganization a community movement is
hopeless, impossible. Organization is,
indeed, the visible manifestation of
the spirit of harmony. The two may
be treated as one thing and the same.
Harmony is embodied and included tu
organization, just as the plans of the
architect are embodied and included in
the finished building. In this day and
Stick-to-- it -- Iveness."
These two words embrace the
RouteTHIRTY-THIR- D ANNUAL
NEW BO STATE FAIR For Rates and Full Information Call On or AddressL. H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,cr EUGENE FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
a common cause, has won many a bat-
tle, and has sustained men as noth-
ing else can in the hours of bitterest
defeat, Websters most exalted flights
of oratory had for their motif union
the magic word transmitting leaden
inaction into golden deeds, fulfilling
the dreams of the alchemists of old.
Of union a new force is born, more
powerful by far than aggregate ef-
forts of all the units exercised sepa-
rately. It has been said that an or-
ganization is no stronger than its
weakest link; but the figures of
Albuquerque, N. M.,
time, the averafc? community has no
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
chance to grow without organization. sticks tied into a bundle is the proper
1 read the other day the surprising i Rswe to represent the strength of an
OCTOBER 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 1913.
IIIIMIHIIIMlim
Each Department Overflowing With
Splendid Attractions.
motto of the most successful
manufacturing drug man in the
country.
He is one of the largest ad-
vertisers in the daily newspa-
pers in the United States.
-- He began using them after a
careful study of the best means
of reaching the consumer and
interesting the retailer. He
knew how.
And he stuck to It
He has got rich in a few
years and he has the most loyal
following of retailers of any
manufacturer in the world.
The retailers swear by him,
because he has made money for
them and taught them how to
sell goods.
That manufacturer and his
retailers all over the continent
are planning one of the greatest
advertising cam-
paigns ever undertaken.
And newspapers like THE
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
will be the medium used in
that campaign.
organization. One stick may be brok-
en between the fingers, but a hundred
taxes the strength of a horse. Whence
number of commercial organizations
that have been formed under one
name or another in the United States
in the last year. The most reaction-- 1 comes this added strength. It comes
of combination in a certain way, ofary communities are simply driven to
104 DON GASPER ST. Telephone 9 Wtiiiiiiimiiiiiiiti
ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO
proper organization. It is thus that a
new and superior force is born a
force that will lie dormant in any
community until the organizers, the
harmonizers bring about conditions
that will loose this powerful and
Every WomanSSOm l interested and shouldfeCC5& A know about the wonderfulfgllft Marvel J"gpP beneficent genie from its prison Jug.It will not pay you to waste your MULLIGAN & RISING,FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers, iM7. Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.
Next Door to Posteff ice.
FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
time wrting out your legal formaAsk yonrdroirelst forIt. If ho cannot sup
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
ply the MARVEL,
accept no other, but
and stamp (or book.
Marvel U. 44 E. 23d St. IT.
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ALLEN'S
FOOTEASE
rango, Hi!; Flagstaff, fiG; Clrand Junc-
tion, t!(l; Helena, (14 : Kansas City, li2;
Lander. .12; l,os Angeles, 04:
(12; Phoenix, 84; Portland, fH;
TRAINED SNAKE IS
HOTEL GUEST
Sequel To
Love For Doll
Maternal Instinct Greatly Developed by
Teaching Children to Love their Dollt.
THE CHURCHES.
Cathedral.
Fifteenth Sunday after Pentecost,
First mass at (1 a. in.
Second mass ai !':30. Sermon in
F.nglish.
Third mass at M:30. Sermon in
Spanish. Benedict ion.
The Antlncplicpowdcr shaken into
the sh(K.-- The Standard Rem-
edy for the teet for a quarter
centurv. 30,000 testimonials. Sold
Rapid City, 5S; ltoscburg,
. tjii; Salt Lake, 72; San
r.1; Spokane, GO; Wltine- -
Pueblo, fill;
f.4; Uoswel
Francisco,
inucca. tie.
Trade.Mark. everywhere, 25c. Sample J'Kl'.K.
Address, Allen S. Olmfltcd. I.c Rov, N Y.
The Man who put the EEs In FEET.
At midnight, when the last detail
went on duty, with Sergeant McMul-le- n
directing them, a description ot
a suspicious man who had been seen
trying the windows of the house in
that block was read out to every pa-
trolman in the Sixty-firs- t and Thomp-
son streets station. Even the motor-me- n
of passing cars were told to re-
port to the police the appearance of
any man in that district whom they
regarded with suspicion.
Shortly before daylight Patrolman
Johnson came upon Tallent six blocks
from the scene of the robbery. He
recognized the man from the descrip
Tlio llttlo Hiilil'M doll Is mother to thn
most romantic fairy. Anil In the your
itlml pnN, t lie doll finli's Into tin'
of a June nii'. I" evolve tie; must won-
drous of all tninsfiiftimtloiis.
And now miw n more Berlnus perlo.l
THE STORK'S HOT
RACE WITH THE
DOCTOR. WHO WINS
Detroit, Aug. XL Passengers and
crew of the steamer Northland were
all at sea in more ways than one
when it was announced that an
race between the big ship ard
a stork was being staged.
When the ship was well out from
Harbor Springs, Captain Miner was
apprised of the state of affairs and
putting on all steam, raced for Mack-
inac Island.
Dr. J. H. Bogan of Mackinnac Is
lrnd was notified by wireless of the
THIEF SCARES
WOMEN INTO
CONVULSIONS
OLAF HANDEL CAPTURES HIM AND
W. H. KERR, THE ANIMAL AU-
THORITY, SAYS SERPENT WAS
MEMBER OF CARNIVAL TROOP.
Local Data.
Highest temperature this date last,
year, 7!i; Lowest, 57: Kxt rente this
date, 11 years record, highest, !m in
1S71I; lowest, 45 in lsso.
Forecast.
For Santa Fo anil vicinity: Partly
cloudy and threatening, with local
thunder storms tonight or Sunday.
For New Mexico: (ieiicrally fair to-
night and Sunday.
Church of the Holy Faith, Episcopal.
Fourteenth Sunday after Trinity.
Hi a. m. sharp, Sunday school.
11 a. m. Morning prayer, vested
choir and sermon.
All seats free and everyone wel-
come.
August 24th St. Bartholomew day.
Morning prayer nt 11. L. Bradford
Prince, lay reader.
Philadelphia, Aug. 2:'.. .Mrs. Or
lando H. Kepler is fit her home, 1P0
North Fifty-fift- h street, in a serious
tion which the neighbors had given.
Tallent was later identified by Miss
Ktta Kepler and Mrs. Drexel Kepler,condition, as the result of fright she
Because bo had read In the bible
that "ye shall lift up serpents," Olaf
Handel, yard-ma- n of the 1e Vargas
hotel, lifted a five-foo- t snake out of a
hole and carried it hissing and strug
experienced when she was awakened Conditions. 'utwu the Joy of rent motherhood shoiiiii Uo
by a burglar standing at the foot of lark,
the daughter and daughter-in-la- of j unusual contest. When the ship arriv-th- e
woman who had been awakened erj ie wct on board. Anil as the North-b-
the burglar, as the man they hadi.ind 110S(irj h,,r way am,uuj the curve
seen in their yard the night before. of Mnckinac straits and into Huron's
Other neighbors testified that Tallent ,,llcd waters u beautiful baby girl
gling to a box where it was placed
Processional hymn. "Hark,
My Soul" Dykes.
Venite, Boyce.
Gloria Patri, Beethoven.
Te Doutn, Schilling.
Jubilate, Schilling.
for safe keeping.
Manager Mall was notified and rush
The barometer continues above the
.Xd w,,h '7 werfulnormal over most ol the western conn- - 'remedy known us Moiher'a Friend, an --
try tills morning, although a slight '' ai'l'H'iitlon " penetniiiiu,' In Itsiimtiirp ua to thoroughly lubrtcnto everyarea ol low barometer remains In (.urf, ,..,,, ,mm,le iind tendon Involved,
southern Arizona. Considerable cloud- - There will hn no pnln, none of that
iuess is iwesi'til lint slimier Inrn. ninn or monilns; Hlcknem, no wmimiIuiiif (1BlnHg Ml.n nf IiaI1(inK niimrleitbeen conlined to .New Mexico and Ari- - nerves, too, will lie mini, thus makliiK
zona. .Much cooler weather has over- - the period one of rent fit luyn, of peaoefuf
' Weber,
is hove,
Hymn, "St. Bartholomew
Offertory anthem, "(lod
was born to Mrs. H, A. Douglas, wife
jof the treasurer of the Michigan Sugar
j company.
j The crew of the ship claimed the
honor of naming the new passenger
land a list of names, suggested by the
captain and his 111 men. was given
had been acting suspiciously in the
locality for three days.
In his haste to escape, the robber
left out glass, silverware and jew
elry, all bundled, ready for removal
A small quantity of money was all
that he had time to steal. Magistrate
Boyle committed him to prison with
aiul'S , -spread the lower Missouri valley
ed out to the back yard, followed by
hotel waitresses and employes who
trembled with curiosity and some
anxiety.
"Hy George, you look chances,"
said Mr. Hall to Handel, who stood
quietly by directing the work of nail-
ing a wire screen over the infuriated
hisser curled up in one corner.
"I'm not afraid of him," said Handel
her bed.
Mrs. Kepler was awakened from Iter
sleep by the form of a ponderous-lookin- g
man standing in her bedroom.
One scream and she leaped to the
window and plunged out on the porch
roof. Neighbors who paw her perU
called to her to wait until they could
assist her. At once the entire block
from Media to Master street on North
Fifty-fift- street was In an uproar.
Strong men carried the unconscious
woman into a neighboring house. In
the meanitme a posse was formed to
search for the. burglar, and the police
responded quickly in an effort to lo-
cate him.
the
Shelby.
Recessional hymn, "Jerusalem
Golden," Kwiug.
fully wutehful lest nhp tieeomp alworhod lathe southern plains region, but west
o' the Rockies temperatures remain
stationary and rather high. Conditionsout ball on the charge of robbery. "A Home Like Church." continue favorable for local thunder- -
to the happy parents. Two names
on the Jist found especial favor with
them. These are "Huronil" and
"Northland." Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Happy congregational singing at all storms in this section tonight or
thogp mental illmresses which Illy propara
her for the most Important event in her life.
Mother's Friend enables her to ovoid all
sensation of dread, worry or pain, and thua
she ia preserved In health and arrenRth tu
lake up the Joyful tank of moltieruood.
You will tinil Mother's Friend on Halo ad
all drug stores at J1.00 a bottle. Do not fall
to use It regularly as directed. Write to day
to Itrndlleld Itegulator Co., 1.13 l.amar Bldg.,
Atlanta, tia., for their most valuable little
guldu hook for expectant niotuera.
the services. Sunday.
The pastor will occupy the pulpit!
"I found hirn on the carnival grounds
and grabbed him by the hack of the
neck. He can't do nothing." Then
are undecided as yet.
Subscribe for ttie Santa Fi Tien
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuild-
ing ot our naw State As an appreciation of speed qualthe Northland the ,le 'luoted the scriptures to justify his ELOPERS PUT ONEOVER ON FATHERities possessed byproud father depleted a huge stock
vi cigars in suppyjiug ine crew.
Mr. and .Mrs. Douglas live at 12l
Virginia park, Detroit.
HURLS BABY AT HER
HUSBAND IN ANGER
Philadelphia, Aug. 2:1. "Yes. Hie
youngsters put one over on us," said
Charles Warner, a Jenkintown mer-
chant, in confirming a report, that hi?
both morning and evening. The morn-
ing theme at 11 a. in. will be "The
Changeless Christ." Kvening subject
"The Heavens and the Book." Come,
let us worship I Mm.
The Sunday school meets at 3:45 a.
in. C. L. liowlds, supt.
Junior Epworth League at 3 p. ni.
Maria Cannon, supt.
Kpworth League devotional service
ai 7 p. in. Topic: "Hooks that have
helped me." (). K. Schotield, leader.
Church family meeting on Wednes-
day evening at 7:45. Study for the
A Dollar daughter Evelyn eloped with WilliamEDDY CO. ROADS.HAV MORE PLENTY
act.
.Mr. Hall looked in amazement at
the man and then al the snake. "Send
for Kerr, the great animal authority,''
said Mr. Hall.
Seated in the hole barber shop
was W. H. Kerr, the trainer of race
horses and friend of animals of all
kinds. At the word "snake" Kerr
dropped the razor he was stropping
and rushed to meet the visitor.
"It's a bull snake." he exclaimed,
"and lie is blind this mouth. They all
go blind in August. See him shed-
ding his skin?"
The snake hissed back a reply
which was ignored by the animal
An Hour
Baird, of Noble and was married in
this city.
The wedding took place August S
laird's only reply to questions yes-
terday was, "What's the use? Kvery
Wheeling, V. Va Aug. 2". Mrs.
Mary Bowlin is hejd in jail pending
the result of the injuries to her infant
daughter, whom she hurled at her hus-
band, Wesley Bowliu, in a fight In
front of their home, The, child
struck the cobblestone paving and
pryHiclans who were called said it was
Instead of evening A Fishing Kxcursion.Friday evening, August 28 th djplbody around here know's we're mar
ried. Mr. Warner, the brides latherJunior League invites the public to av, &.nr .s flat. .iin-- i mwfmirw- - .
.vw' : t
Carlsbad. X. M., Auk. 2.'!. Kddy
county road commission is getting
ready to lay out a road from Malaga
to Red Bluff and the Texas line for a
distance of thirty miles. This has
been an open country and people
drove as fancy chanced. But it is
being fenced now and the time has
come for a regular highway. The road
is not likely to follow the railroad
said. "We didn't like it first, but asCheer-up- social at 8 o'clock. No suffering from concussion of the
braf t
and that it could not live. Mrs. Bow-
liu is only 17 years old.A Dollar charge for admission.
Kerr looked at the snake's mouth HOTEL ARRIVALS.and declared that, some dentistry
we couldn't do anything else, we for-
gave them and wished them luck."
Warner didn't know "just how they
got the license," as at least one ol
the elopers is under the legal age.
"Guess they must have got a couple
of years older in a few minutes," he
said.
A Day but i work had been performed, eliminat- -that winds around the hills, !ing the fangs. "He's a trained snake
probably one the carnival company
jleft behind when they went away six
You will find a welcome at St.
John's Methodist church on Don Gas-pa- r
ave.
JAMES M. SHIM Fit, Pastor.
First Presbyterian Church.
Corner Grant and Marcy street. B.
Z McCollough, Minister.
"Blesed are the pure in heart; for
they shal see God."
Sunday school, P: 15. Fred McBride,
superintendent. Su'i.'eet: "Tie: Bread
will be located lo escape steep grades.
This road will stimulate auto travel to
Pecos. The commission is also con
sidering an Kl d highway
by way of Queen, Orange and the
llueco tanks. With the expenditure
BOY-LAN- D HOLDUP
weeks ago.
The snake is to be kept as a pet,
but for fear of annoying visitors, he
will be kept, a prisoner.
"He can't, harm anybody." said
NETS ONLY $1.25li
t'orr "anil liia id vtii'tr iiDaFnl lifuf ' From Heaven." Detroit, Aug. 2:1. Frank Blbo. five
Do you realize what this means to you and those depend-
ing on you?
Don't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
thousands have done; lot the International Correspondence
Schools show you how your pay can be increased. It matters
not where you are, in the factory or in the shop, in the mine
or in the mill, in the office or store, the I. C. S. can and will
increase your earning capacity.
The I.C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
more to your liking;.
A dollar an hour is not out of your reach, if you will only let
us help you. It will cost you nothing to ask us HOW? Sim
years old, walked Into the Kim wood
police station, and tried to keep the
of all, this snako is a great catcher
of rals and mice. I have known bull
snakes to drop from the rafters in
chasing rats and to fall on people
sleeping beneath. These snakes have
wide rangp of talents. They can milk
De Vargas.
O. S. Weldman, St. Ixiuls.
Frank Owen, City.
Frank Marron, City.
Miss Marron, City.
II. S. Hardin, Meriden, Conn.
Frank harper, Artesia.
IT. W. Brown, Denver.
D. B. Richmond, Chicago.
C. II. Young, St. Louis.
Win. K. Peck, Bos Angeles.
M. Bailey, New Yofk.
V. II. Jack, Folsom.
Montezuma.
Miss I. F. Mayhill. Silver City.
E. V. Leonard, City-Alber- t
Clancy, City.
Frank Lavan, City.
Reed Halloman, City.
Max llerzstein, Albuquerque.
Clem Cootiey, Albuquerque.
W. II. Kegel, City.
.1. A. Farrell, City.
K, J. Farrell, Havana.
cows, rob hens nests and swallow
Morning worship, 11 o'clock.
Theme: "A Religion .'or Summer."
Christian Kndeavor t;:45. Subject
"How 1 Have Proved ChrislrnUy and
Seen It Proven."
Evening- worship 7:15 o'clock.
Theme: "One Thing Worth Know-
ing."
Visual prayer service Wednesday
evening 7:45 o'clock.
Special music by the choir under
the direction of Mr. Teare.
"Thou shalt not take the name of
of $i;mii the ISO miles to Kl Paso can
be made in ten hours. There are state
highways across the plains, connect-
ing with Midland, Ltinbbock and t lie
other Texas points, and another
through the Pecos valley. The Kl
PasoCarlsbad link would make a line
highway, nearly as direct as the crow
Hies to Kl Paso, from east T.exas and
eastern New exico.
Feed is gei.iug more abundant in
the valley every year. Trainloads of
hay are shipped now where only an
occasional car went out a few years
back. But many think shipping out
hay is not good policy. The range on
the Pecos slope grows stock that goes
to northern feed lots. Why ship hay
and stock? Feed the hay and ship
small chickens.
"The mouth parts of snakes have
tears from his eyes as he told the of
ficers that he had been held up and
robbed of $1.25.
"Yes, sir," he said. 'T was goinc;
home with the money when two great
big boys met me at Heidelberg and
MoDougall avenues. I was thinking
what a lot of ice cream I could get
with that money, only 11 wasn't mine.
"Then one big boy caught hold of
me and said, 'You give us all your
money or we'll punch your face!' i
was scared, so stood still and they
went through my clothes and grit the
great mobility, but this kind of snakeply send us the coupon below and it will bring to
your aid all the resources of that ,'reat institution,
the I. C. S., an establishment hacked by a capital
can use his mouth better than the
average. 1 have known these snakes
to go to a hen's nest, and to swallow
a dozen eggs, one right after the
the Lord thy God in vain, for the Lordother, without a half dozen breathing
or. six million dollars ana rounueu ami main-
tained for the benefit of poorly paid men and
women. If you want your pay increased, say
so at once.
vill not hold him guiltless that takethspells. Then the snake goes to a
tree and wraps himself around it,
cracking the eggs he has taken for a R. II. Knapp, Colorado Springs.
money and I don t know what my
mother will say now."to
his name in vain."
A cordial invitation is extended
all to come and worship with us.
C. Bentless, Albuquerque.square meal. That's the way he A.A.The boy described the "highway"
international correspondence sciioois
J Box 888, Scranton, Pa. P. Dunbaugli, City.feeds."
the stock to the packer. And people
are thinking and it looks now as if
feeding will be more extensive this
fall than in the past years.
PtVasp explain, without further obliiritlon on my While Kerr was talking the snakef part, how I" can. quality for t!ia position, trrttle, ui
Mark and
Mail the
Coupon
NOW
men" as hoys of about 16 years of
age. He was consoled by the police
officers and taken home to 201 Champ-Iai- n
street.
i betiue wliicli I lutvc marked X. THE WEATHERgrew more and more excited. "Keepquiet," commanded Kerr, as the egg
eater stuck out his tongue, with
John B. Neff, Albuquerque.
Chas. Ciuillon, Bernalillo.
La Salle.
Peter Vanhouton, Woods.
M. C. de Baca, Bernalillo.
F. Olson, I.as Vegas.
Mrs. Brown and children, Denver.
Col. Berger, Gallup.
L. Lawrence, Kansas City.
The daughter of A. Mitchell, Bag-
dad, Ky., had a bad case of kidney
trouble and they feared her health
was permanently impaired. Mr. Mit
F.lectricnl Win-ma-
r.k'ctm'altntiineur
Mechanical Draftsman
Mechanics) Engineer
Telojthonrf Expert
Stationary ErminrorTextie ManufacturingCivil Encinpcr
Building ContractorArchitect
Concrete Construct'n
PiumhinR, Steam l itt'gMi no Foreman
Mine Superintendent
Automobile tunning
I'oultry I arming
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Advertising Man
Show-Car- WritingWindow Trimmim
Commercial Illustrat,
Industrial Debigniui;
Architectural lra.rta.
Chemist Spanish
Languages Fn-- n
Hank tux German
Civil Servire "alum
Kidney Trouble began with a lame
back
J. L. Hack!, 015 Eighth St., Lincoln,
11,1., was recently cured of a bad casechell says, "She was in terrible shape
lightning like rapidity.
"What are you going to do with
im?" asked a traveling salesman.
"We are going lo exhibit him," said
Kerr. "Any Santa Feans who haven't
seen snakes will be given a gill edged
opportunity! "
said the snake as he
raised his head, displaying two vicious
eyes which seemed to see.
From 55 to 69 degrees was the
range of temperature yesterday and
the average relative humidity was 78
per cent. The dav was generally
cloudy with frequent sprinkles of
rain. The temperature here at 8 a.
m. today was 54. In other cities as
follows:
A marl No, 64; Bismarck, BO: Boise,
54; Cheyenne, 54; Dodge City 54; Du- -
of kidney trouble that started with a
lame back, and says: "I am certainly
thankful in getting a cure of tny kid
but I got her to take Foley Kidney
Pills and she is now completely cured."
Women are more liable to have kid
ney trouble than men and will find
Foley Kidney Pills a safe, dependable
and honest medicine. The Capital
Name,
ney trouble by using Foley Kidney
Pills." Try them yourself. The Capi-
tal Pharmacy.City 5(:Jte ' Pharmacy.rm
Postmaster Antolne Delorla, Gard-
ner, Mich., speaks for the guidance ol
those troubled with kidney and blad-
der irregularities, and says, "From my
own experience I can recommend
Foley Kidney Pills. My father also
was cured of kidney disease, and many
neighbors were cured by Foley Kid-
ney Pills." The Capital Pharmacy.
COTTON FROCKS FOR ALL-WINTE- R ' WEAR TO BE THE FASHION
PARIS, WRITES MAYBELLE MORTIMER.
ALSO SHE PHOPHESIES THAT THE "VANITY RAG" IS ON THE WANE.
INTERLOCKING DIRECTORATES
DEFEATED IN CAUCUS.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 22. The
"insurgent" Democrats proposition to
include in the administration currency
bill a prohibition against interlocking
directorate among banks was virtual-
ly defeated in the house caucus late
today. A motion to table the admin-
istration plan to send the "insurgent"
to the judiciary committee was voted
down 123 to 60.
SHAKE IT OFF.
switchboard operator who answers your telephone callTHE a mission in lifeher mission is to serve you.
She has at her finger tips the most modern telephone
equipment in the world. Quickness, accuracy and cour-
tesy are her essential qualifications.
Frequently she is called upon to act quickly in emergencies
when courage and presence of mind are required.It is as essential to good telephone service that each Bell
Telephone operator should be healthy and happy as it is that
every part 'of the equipment of that great intercommunicating
system should be in good working order.
In the Bell system, 70,000 operators make connection which
clear tracks for 26,000,000 telephone talks each day.
Euery Bell Telephone is a Long Distance Station.
The Mountain States Telephohe and Telegraph Company
Rid Yourself of Unnecessary Burdens.
A Santa Fe Citizen Shows
' You How.
Don't bear unnecessary burdens.
Burdens of a bad back are heavy.
Get rid of them.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for bad kid-
neys,
For lame, weak and aching backs.
Local endorsement proves their
worth.
Hilario Baca. Delgado St., Santa Fe,
N. M., says: "Off and on for three or
four months, I had pains in my back.
They were severe at times, especial-
ly if I lifted or brought any strain on
the muscles of my back. The trouble
was so persistent that I thought It
was caused by weak kidneys. After
I had used Doan's Kidney Pills a short
Paris, Aug. 2',). There is nothing
more omnipresent in the costume of
the late summer than the fancy bag.
but it looks as if this season will see
its final gasp. For we are told that
one of the things which Dame Fash-
ion is sure to introduce this fall is the
pocket on the skirt.
However, there is nothing more
coquetish than the universal handbag
of lace, silk or embroidery that is be-
ing carried now. If you have a "bead
bag" that has come down to you from
great grandmother, be sure to use It,
It looks as though the wash gowns
will be worn as long as possible. 1
find that every year more women are
wearing cotton frocks in the house ail
winter.
Already the wiley French manufac-
turer has arrived at this fact and ycu
find cotton materials that are ex-
pensive as silk and much more beau-
tiful being made in France. I am told,
too, that the American cotton mills
are making higher priced materials.
Out of all this frivolous fashion
news the economical girl can get much
comfort this fall from the fact that she
can wear her summer gowns all
through the winter and be in the very
latest style!m
YOU
who require the best and purest medi
time, 1 improved and by the time I
had finished one box, I was cured.
The cure has been permanent and I
haven't needed Doan's Kidney Pills
for a long time. I have told about
my experiences before in a public
statement and I am pleased to rec-
ommend Doan's Kidney Pills again."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
hi cine see that you get Foley's Honeyand Tar Compound In preference toany other for all coughs, colds, croup.
asthma, hoaiseness. tickling throat
for those bags, over the
making of which our ancestors ruined
their eyes, is most popular.
The little gown in the picture is
one of those stunning frocks which
look so simple and cost so much.
It is of white silk voile with a broad
band of embroidered cluny lace
around the bottom. The kimona waist
is made wholly of the embroidered
lace. The belt and bag are of green
and white Striped satin and the hat is
of white panama with white chiffon
trimmings and "a green carnation" at
the very edge of the brim.
Of the other bags shown the heavy
crocheted lace one can be carried
with a white tailored suit. The bead
bag is, of course, to be carried with
a visiting or theatre costume and the
little silk one can be made of any
color to blend with diaphenous sum-
mer frocks.
and other throat and lung troubles.
It is a strictly high grade family medi
cine, and only approved drugs of first
quality are used in its manufacture.
I gives the best results, and contains
Jro opiates. The Capital Pharivxy.
It will not pay you te watt your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing com
pan.
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal forms
when you can get thnra already print-
ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company.
Ada alwaysNew Mexican Want
bring results. Try It
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WHAT'S THE REASON?
BY MACDONALD.Ip new BASEBALL.Standing of the Clubs.
National League. Z'. AH0 AFTER HOMING A5
HiRD IS He CAM HAS To
J' WhEN A MAM is AS
POOR AS THI5 one:WHY MATTV LASTS
SO MANY SEASONS LIVC in H HUME. A
Club Won Lose Pet.
New York 79 35 .693
Philadelphia 65 42 .607
Chicago 62 54 .534
Pittsburgh 60 53 .531
Brooklyn 50 61 .450
BoBton 48 64 .429
Cincinnati 48 72 .400
St. Louis 42 74 .362
CAN NAPS REPEAT FAMOUS SPURTS OF FORMER
YEARS AND BEAT ATHLETICS ?
1'5INew York, Aug. 23. Among the
many mysteries which beset Amer-
ica's Inhert pastime, one of the most
puzzling for the bug colony at large
has been Ihe case of Mathewson.
Quite a number have been unable to
figure why it is that after thirteen
American League.
Club
seasons in the thick of it the Giant Philadelphia
veteran appears to look better than In Cleveland .
Washingtonseveral years.
"We expected him," remarked
.Won . Lost Pot.
....77 38. ,670
....69 48 V.590
....64 50 .562
....63 57 ,525
....55 58 .487
....50 68 .424
....48 74 .393
....39 72 .351
4. WHOM HE WLL HARDLY
LEAVE tNOUtfrt TO KtEP
3 AMD 19 BARELY
ABLE. TO SUPPORT THIS
LARGE FAMllY:
expert, "to be good for some time to Boston . .
come but not keep getting better." ji'.etroit .,
A few days ago a group of Pitts- - ,;t. Louis
burgh and New York players wore dis .ev York
cussing the Mathewson situation and
THE WOLF FRtWTHe DOOR
MEM HE PeS
the wonderful form he has been American Association.
Club Won Lostshowing all the year. Pack Miller
said that in his opinion the Big Gun
was undoubtedly hetter than he had
been since 190S. "lie not only has
Pet.
.579
,575
.567
.536
.462
.449
.438
.379
better control," remarked Miller, "but
j he has more stuff better speed and
53
54
55
58
69
70
72
77
Milwaukee 73
Columbus 73
;.inneapolis 72
l..uisville 67
Toledo 57
Kansas City 57
St. Paul 56
Indianapolis 47
a better curve ball."
It was here that Max Carey cut in
with a tip that looks to be a logical
solution of the mystery.
"Mathewson has the ability and all Western League
that," said Carey, "but I believe the club Won
main factor that hald him up so long Denver 79
has been his love for the game. Thir .pes Moines ..69 WHAT IS THE REASON , they
GO INTO DEBT TO GIVE ' HJM
. .A Piiwen A 1
Lost Pet.
43 .648
53 .566
58 .532
58 .532
60 .512
63 .492
67 .446
70 .435
78 .371
teen years is a long time to be under Lincoln . . .
fire. I'm r.o veteran myself only a st. Joseph
youngster Rt the game but there are st. Joseph
times when I'm tired out and would Omaha ...
66
63
63
61
54
n runennu cine
give a farm to break away for a loni: Topeka THISSioux City 54rest.
"But I've watched Mathewson close Wichita 46
ly and I've never seen him pitch :t
ball game in which he didn't look
he were having a lot of fun. He
always looks as if he had rather bn
out there pitching than doing any-
thing else. It doesn't look to be work
with him, but onlp pure sport an af
ternoon's romp as a business man
might go out to play golf or tennis.'-"Man-
in baseball,," continued
Where They Play Today
National League.
Chicago at New York.
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia (2)
St. Louis at Boston.
American League.
Philadelphia at Chicago.Carey, "slow up physically. But I be
Washington at St. Louis.
New York at Detroit (2).
Boston at Cleveland.
American Association.
Columbus at Toledo (2).
Indianapolis at Louisville (2).
Minneapolis at Kansas City.
Milwaukee at St. Paul.
lieve a lot of others go back becam e
they get stale on the game get tin rl
of it get worn out and in a rut and
no longer able to go it with any srvt
of relish. And when this happens
is drudgery, and no man can do gooi
work.
"But after thirteen years baseball
is still Mathewson's favorite sport.
He either likes it immensely or he 's
the greatest actor I ever saw. He
never has to drag himself out to the
lot and force himself to play. The
game appeals to him and he finds a
lot of new things to study and work
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: BLANDING, BIRMINGHAM, GREGG AND Ml TCHELL
Are the Naps off on another spurt, seventh place to third, and for Birm
At Detroit (Second game) -
New York 12 12 1
Detroit 7 13 3
Schulze and Gossett; North, House
and Stanage.
lie Mitchell pitching great guns, and
the rest of his team playing a brand
ot ball that is unbeatable. Manager
ingham last ran meir wont was over all the time. He doesn't take
it fnr that ho haa karnjid oilJoe Birmingham has reason toevery t,)ere , t0 learn anQ piking onbelieve the is within histhat pennant mecIlanjcalv, He rehisea to get intc
GOLF CHAMPION IS
AGAIN RETURNED WINNER.
Shawnee are, Pa., Aug. 23.
J. J. McDermott, the open golf
champion of the United States, led by
two strokes at the 54th hole today in
the 72 hole medal play tournament at
Shawnee Country club. Incidentally
the American champion broke the
course record of 72, established yes-
terday by Alex Smith, of Wyakgl, by
going over the links in a wonderful
grasp
Today's Games.
National League.
At Brooklyn-Cincin- nati
2 8 0
Brooklyn 5 8 2
Suggs, Packard and Clarke; Ruel-bac- h
and Miller.
At Philadelphia (First garnet-Pittsb- urgh
10 14 1
Philadelphia 5 10 1
McQuillen, Hendrix and Gibson, Si-
mon; Alexander, Seaton, Marshall,
Imslay and Killifer, Howley.
At Boston
a mental rut."
Carey's dope is undoubtedly to the
REGULATIONS
FOR OLYMPIC
GAMES FORMED
such as characterized their playing of
1911 and 1912 under George Stovall
and Joe Birmingham?
It will be remembered that after
changing managers in n of
1911 and 1912 the Naps sprinted to the
finish and played as good, if not
better, ball than any team in the
league.
Under Stovall tbey sprinted from
point. Mathewson is a hard student
This year the team has been con-
tender all of the way, and but for a
streak of hard luck, which seems to
visit every team once a season, would
now be closer to the Athletics, if not
leading the league.
The Naps are now apparently upon
another such spurt as marked their
work for the last two years. With
Vean Gregg, Fritz Blanding and Wil- -
Three games out of four taken from
Connie Mack's men in the last series
was the bomb the Naps tosed into the
Athletic's camp as a warning to Mack
not to name his battery for the first
world's series game for a few days to
come.
and a close observer, whatever his un-
dertaking. The physical side of base-
ball might tire one in a few years,
but. there are a million kinks to the
game and new developments at every
turn.
To Mathewson it is an eternal
science. It is his specialty, and he
finds enough of interest to keep him
studying and working without a break.
i.The best cards in the mornings to-
day were as follows:
J. J. McDermott, Atlantic City, 70,
giving him a total of 219 for 54 holes;
Harry Vardon, England, Alec
Smith, Wyakgl, E. Nichols,
Wilmington, Edward Ray,
England, E. H. Loving, Areola,
St. Louis 4 13 0
Boston 8 15 2
Berlin, Aug. 23, The International
Athletic Federation adjourned today.
The completion of jthe code of rules
for the international competitions
was left to the Paris congress to be
held in 1914.
The most important achievement of
the federation was the formulation of
a track and field sports program ap-
plicable to the Olympic games. The
committee's pugg6stion eliminating
the standing high and standing broad
JOHNSON AND
WILLIAMS TENNIS
VICTORS TODAY
Perritt, Harmon and Wingo; Perdue,
Tyler and Whaling, Rariden.Naturally, this Imlds his interest, in
each game ho looks forward to some! At New Yorkunexpected turn or trying out a bat Chicago 2 6 2
New York 3 9 2
.lumps, limiting shot putting and javeSmith, Lavender and Archer; Mar-quar-
and McLean, W;ilson. lin and discuss throwing with thebest hand only, inserting the
ting weakness which he believes that
he has discovered. '
Another point in Mathewson's fav-
or is the fact that, he has never had
a sore arm to work with. There, are
any number of pitchers who attempt
to keep in shape, but who by nature
are what is known as "sore-arm- "
workers, and who are therefore hand!- -
American League.
At Detroit (First game)
New York 1 6 5
Detroit 8 13 f
Fisher and Gossett; Dubuc and
Newport, R. 1., Aug. 23. Wallace
F. Johnson and R. Norris Williams II.,
both of Philadelphia, won their match-
es today in the sixth round of the all-
comers tournament for the national
lawn tennis championship.
Johnson put out John R. Strachan,
of San Francisco, three sets to one,
by scores of
Williams eliminated W. M. Wash-
burn, of New York, in straight sets,
Owing to early morning showers it
was nearly noon before the play be-
gan. Johnson and Strachan were al-
lotted the grand court, while the William-
s-Washburn contest was placed
on the adjoining court.
Johnson opened the contest with
Strachan in a Blow and deliberate
manner and devoted the first set to
studying the strong and weak points
of his opponent's play. After the first
set he seemed to find Strachan's game
retaining the walking events, were
adopted.
The Olympic track and field pro-
gram, if accepted by the Olympic com-
mittee will include.
Standard runs up to 5,000 and 0
meters; 110 and e hurd-
les; 3,000-metr- steeplechase; 10,000
metres cross country run; 3,000-metr-
race for teams of five men,
three to count; and 1,600-metr-
relay race; 3,000 and 10,000-metre- s
walks; Marathon race; run-
ning broad jump and running high
jumps; pole vault; hop, step and
jump; throwing the javelins; throw
ing the discus, and putting the shot,
best hand only; throwing the javelili
with the javelin held in the middle;
throwing the hammer, d
weight; tug of war, team of eight
men; pentathlon and decathlon,
At Cleveland-Bos- ton
1 3
Cleveland 3 7 1
Collins and Carrigan; Blanding,
Cullop and O'Neil.
At St. Louis
Washington 4 10 0
St. Louis 2 6 1
Engle, Hughes and Henry; Baum- -
caped sadly. There's no great appeal
in pitching a ball game where every
thrown ball is like the injection of a
knife blade into one's shoulder or el-
bow.
But in his entire career Matty has
never drawn a sore arm. His arm
has been tired and worn down from
overwork, left without any snap in
elbow or wrist, but a short rest, has
put him back in form. Much of which
is due to the. fact that he works easily,
with little strain, and that he wastes
no great amount of effort. Conserva-
tion of his natural pitching arm is
the slogan of his administration, and
there is no telling how many years
he may continue to move along with
the elect.
NOW
O
;
- C
VIGORETTES
JOSE BACA AGED 81
HANGS HIMSELF IN JAIL
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 23. Jose
comparatively easy. With his pecu-
liar chop strokes, change of pace and
better generalship, Johnson had the
Califoniian on the defensive. By
clever lobbying and line passing he
kept Strachan in deep court and gave
him but few chances for killing
smashes. Strachan was at a disad-
vantage on the baseline and did not
gardner and Agnew.
American Association.
At Louisville (First game)
Indianapolis 2 10 4
Louisville 7 9 1
Wetzer and Cutter; Toney and Sev-eroi- d,
At Toledo (First game)
Columbus , 0 5 0
Toledo ...1 3 2
Cole and Smith; Collamore and
DeVoght.
LOCAL TOURNAMENT
COMES TO A CLOSE Andres Pino y Baca, 81 years old, pos
sessors ot a police record that dated
STANDING:
Name Won Lostappear able to get the lite to his
back 15 years, at last, yesterday after-
noon hanged himself in the county
jail at Old Albuquerque,
A jailer found the body at 5 o'clock
Burke (150) 8strokes because of the peculiar spin
which Johnson put on the ball. John-
son had no difficulty in handling
Strachan's service.
Wilson (30) 7
Hott (SO) 7
Diaz (50) 6
yesterday afternoon dangling at the
end of a rope, which he had fastened
Wetzel (60) 5Wililams played a somewhat care to the top bar of a window. Baca was
ripnrt Tita npnlr hefn? hrntrcn ' $1.00 Per Box.
Baca used a short piece of clothes
At St. Paul-Milw- aukee
3 8 1
St. Paul .'..4 10 1
Slapnlcka, Young, Braun and Hugh-
es, Marshall; Gardner, Rieger and
Miller.
less game with Washburn, allowing
the New York player a long lead in
the second set. line. Prisoners used the line to hang
their clothes on. The aged prisoner
Cole (90) , 3
Cronenberg (60) 4
McClintock (35) 3
Enos (70) 2
Martinez (60) 2
Oatman (100) 2
Owen (CO) 2
The semi-final- s on Monday will
Our offer of 3 Boxes of
Vigorettes for $2.50 w'jich
ha been appearing in thin
be Niles and Williams and Johnson cut it down unobserved and went to
the unoccupied room. He stood onand McLoughlin. The latter pair met YESTERDAY'S GAMES. the sill and fastened one end to thein the finals last year.
top bar. He made a noose, slipped It
over he head and jumped off the sill,
The rope was so shorthat his feet
were only two feet below the' sill.
Baca was serving a sentence of
days on a charge of vagrancy.
A prominent playwright by the name
of Shakespeare is going to receive a
lot of attention in this town next
month.
Sothern and Marlowe will appear in
repertoire at the Manhattan opera
house, Forbes-Robertso- will begin his
"Shakespearean cycle" at the new Shu-be-
theater, and John Drew will
blossom out in "Much Ado About
Nothing." Just to make the name
good, it is possible that William A.
Brady may heave Robert Mantell into
the arean somewhere along Broadway.
Shakespeare' certainly did write a
lot of good plays', and no manager has
to pay a cent of royalty on any of
them.
The way some American vaudevil-lian- s
are "cleaning up" in London is
giving the ones on this side awful
pains. Melvin Gideon a song writer,
singer and piano player of no great re-
nown locally, it getting $1500 a week
in a London restaurant. The manage-
ment allows him a shilling for every
patron. The popularity of American
rag-tim- e in London does the rest.
After Don, the Talking Dog, what?
Why, Lora, the Singing Parrot. At
present Lora is appearing at the Win-
ter Garden, Berlin, where she warbles
twice nightly, to orchestra accompani-
ment. Her owner gets $1,750 weekly
for her act.
publication for the past
.few week is still good.
? ... ; i
If yeu know a friend who
,
I crippled with Rheums-- .
tim, or ha Stomach or
Kidney trouble, get them
to try VIGORETTES, the
great German remedy that
ha benefitted thousand.
New York, Aug. 23 Pavlowa is to
have a rival for the favor of American
audiences this winter. . Lydia Kyasht
is coming over.
Kyasht, like Pavlowa, is a Russian
and made her reputation in St. Peters-
burg. She has since become well
known in other European capitals.
During the past season she has been
dancing in London, where she has
made the biggest kind of a hit. She
Is noted for beauty of face, as well
as of figure. p
The Shuberts,have engaged Kyasht
for an American tour; and she will ar-
rive late in the fall.
The first dramatic opening of the
new season is "The Silver Wedding"
at H. H. Frazee's new Longacre the-
ater In West 48th street
This comedy of life among the
"Pennsylvania Dutch" written by Ed-
ward Locke, and with Thomas A. Wise
featured, was produced in Chicago last
spring. It is reported to have been
well received there, but seems too il-
logical In theme and weak in construc-
tion to catch on here.
The cast is excellent. Wise's per
sonality is sufficient to make almost
any play endurable, if not enjoyable,
and a girl named Lillian Ross does
wonders with a maid part.
Reports of games received too late
for publication in yesterday's New
Mexican:
National League.
At Philadelphia
Pittsburgh ...... . . . . .3 10
' 2
Philadelphia .........3 9 4
Adams, Robinson, Camnitz and. Gib-
son; Mayer, Seaton and Killifer. Call-
ed end of twelfth inning account of
darkness.
American Association.
At Toledo
Columbus 4 12 1
CAMPBELL AND MOY TO
FIGHT AT VANCOUVER.
Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 23. Eddie
Moy and Ray Campbell the . light-
weights scheduled to meet at 1:30
o'clock this afternoon at Brighouse
arena are at weight and promise to
put up a lively elimination bout for
the honor of meeting Wold's Champion
Willie Ritchie in the same arena on
labor day. Final arrangements have
been completed for the appearance ot
Freddie Welsh, the British champion,
against Ritchie on September 20.
Last night at the Montezuma Bil-
liard Parlors, Burke playing 150, de-
feated Wetzel playing 60, by a score
of 150 to 29, thereby retaining the
Jead for first prize. Cole, 90, playing
Cronenberg 80, Cole won 90 to 62;
Cole, 90, playing Wilson, 30, Wilson
won 30 to 74 ; Hott, 80, vs. Wetzel.
60, Hott won SO to 52. In the last
pocket-billiar- d game of that tourna
ment Baca defeated Read 60 to 45
The final game left Chaves and Lock-woo- d
tied for first and second prizes,
and Cronenberg, Martinez, Baca Read,
and MaCUntock tied for third and
fourth places. These games will be
played off Monday night.
Tonight's schedule: Billiards, Wet-
zel, 60, vs. Martinez, 00; Oatman, 100,
vs. Martinez, 60; Cole, 90, vs. Enos,
70; Oatman, 100, vs. Enos, 70.
Sunday's schedule: Burke, 150, vs.
NO FORFEIT YET FOR
WELSH-RITCHI- E BOUT.
Vancouver, B. C, Aug. 23. Harry
Pollok, manager for Freddie Welsh, is
reluctant to post a forfeit for a match
with Willie Ritchie on September 20,
until he is sure Welsh can condition
himself for a contest. Hugh Springer
head of the local fight syndicate, an-
nounced today that in response to
Ritchie's repeated demand to have
$2,500 forfeit posted, a meeting bad
been arranged for next Monday. Pol-
lok said he knew nothing about sucb
a meeting.
Ritchie is doing light training to
keep In condition. - ' '
Order by mail or ask your drugfistToledo ....0 8 1
Davis and Smith; Brenton, Baskette,
Benn and DeVdght
At Kansas Cit-y-
HOERR WINS 'SOUTHWESTERN
TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP.
Dallas, Texas, Aug. 23. Roland
Hoerr of St. Louis won the southwest-
ern district tennis singles champion-
ship here today, defeating Bradley B.
Minneapolis 9 13 3 THE V1G0RETTE COMPANY,
Kansas City 6 5 7Cole, 90; Owen, 60, vs. Cole. 90; Enos
HOUSTON, TEXAS.Gilligan and Owens; Lang and70, vs. Owen, 60; Oatman, 100, vs. Mc-
Clintock, So. O'Conner. .Hogtie, of Dallas, 11-1- 64.
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MRS. W. LINDHARDTi!Is evident to those who have devoted jsome time to the study of dancing, an--
cient and modern.
The Freak Dances.
It has been truly said by a New
ADOLF SELIOMAN DRY GOODS GO.IT'S THE DANCER
AND NOT DANCE
SAYS RULER
125 Palace Ave
Will be back from Chicago
on August 26th with a
large line of FALL HATS.
The very best styles shown In
the East will be among her selec-
tions, and all the new features
in the making and trimming will
UNITED STATES BANK ft TRUST GO.
Does a General Banking Business.
JIIIIIIIIIIMMIIMIIIIIIIIItllllltllllllllllllllllIIIMIIIIItlllllllllllMIIMIIIIIMiMIiMilltllk
Your Patronage Solicited &
Mlllllllllllll IIIMIIIIIItlllllllllMIIMHIIIMMIIItllllllMIIIIIMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMllMliiiitir
N. 8. LAIGHLIN, President. jW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
J, B. LAMY, t.
lork wilier on modern dances that
"the menagerie of the dance fautas-tiqu- e
multiplies faster than the bac-
teria in a Halstead street car."
Any morning the cable from some
remote part of the world announces a
'new" dance and ihe man or woman
who would pretend to lecture on danc
Special Prices This Week
ON TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES
ANOTHER HIGH ELK GETS INTO DIS ing would have to carve a day j j,e down on her memorandum.
to catch up. Call and See Us.We Will Save You Money.CUSSION AS TO PROPRIETY 0F!out 01 t,,e
estions.
ALLOWING MODERN " RAGS" AT many friends will regret their de- -Here are some of the questions 210 SAN FRANCISCO ST. PHONE 180.
...u!i i. ... r.f ...... Jrrl maj uir airu mrr uppuiiema uiipuiuue mic nininiifc iui muni im.tLKi BALL KllUltl IN oAN I A it the rag when they sit in court mar-bes- t that life can give, wherever theiriTTl I II M I 1 1 I I I I I I I I 1 1 I II 1 1 1 1 1 I I I Tl I'l It
LODGE.!
INSURE WITH IIAYWARD AND REST CONTENT.FOR SALE BUSINESS PROPERTY on San FranciscoStreet. Rents for $185.00 per month.
Cheap, if taken at once.
tial: lot may be cast." Kslancia News- -
"What is there improper in the j Herald,
pretzel" grip?" jev. lirother Richard, vicepresi- -
"W'hat is the difference between the j dent of St. .Michael s college, and one
Lazy Boston' and the exaggerated of the best known educators in the
Boston?'" Houthw est, who has been on the fac- -
lll,.v 0l" Sl- ''(''lal'' s ror the past six"Is there anything .n in carrv-- '
intr nnt tl,e ruin In tin- - V.avvmUHl JBl 1,een '0,il";d ot "1S Be"
QUESTIONS WHICH MAY
CONFRONT THE CRITICS
i
We Have a Purchaser for a
THREF, TO FIVE-ACR- E TRACT OF LAND
On South Side of City. Have you such a tract, im-
proved or unimproved, at a Reasonable Price?
If so, and you will give us price, without discounting the
future, we can make a sale.
Kclion for new and more importantV X S $ X $ S Boston' to 'waltz to the right and F.os--
jX hhould the rag dance be bun- - ton to the left?' '
'Shed frm the ElkS d"b? 10 Sh m "Is the 'Galloping Three Step' too
opinion the whole question is jgevtre , 8auta j.Vg ,,.,, aUi.ude?"
duties and let'! for Kansas City last
levelling, where he will take up his
new duties, lirother Richard, during
his slay in Santa Fe made a host ol
warm friends and endeared himself to
his many pupils at St. Miachel's who
one ot lia.m j.ks una not
j DANCES. 1 see no objection to N
j the rag dance itself. Hast Kxalt- -
PAD C A I r RESIDENCE (Brick) eight rooms bestII III of location. Cost owner about $8,000.unLL Will sell for $6,500 if taken within next 10 days
CAD DC1MT Eixht-roo- Bungalow. Completely furnished.lUK Ki ll Best of location. $60.00 per month.Two nicely furnished rooms, Palace Ave.
O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP, PROP.)
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE, LOANS, SURETY BONDS.
Phone, 189 J.
119 San Francisco St., : : Santa Fe, New Mexico.
"Should the 'Grizzly It
danced pigeon-toe- or
footed?"
merely flat. JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
will sincerely regret his departure,
mid he carries with him the best goodabout the
' cd 'Ruler David Knapp of the. I!.
!iVl'. O. K.
liSJkSXSXSSStSliSJtJl
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,: HAYWARD HAS IT.
"What is there wroiu
'Tangle Foot' dance? Is
tion to starting it with
there objec-- 1
wishes of his many friends for con- - gaffgHB"S8Hl!!!gJgg! ' MVS.the inside tinned success in his new held.foot?"
"Does the 'Real Argentine' dance Mother Sebastian, who was formerly;
superior general ot tiio uruer 01 tin
sititt',s ot who has beenfusion because of its violation of so nw'y.
in Santa f e lor tne past ninevisitingmany rules of the ordinary dance, such
In the above (statement another past
exalted ruler of the Hlks lias gone on
record concerning the modern dance
problem which lias divided the local
lodge into two camps the rag dance
enthusiasts and the anti raggers.
"There will he a warm session Sep-
tember 10 when the Klks meet," said a
prominent Elk today. "Let the local
WHY BE BAKED OVER A HOT STOVE?
When you can buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
DISH B5 run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
assortment of the Sterneau " Inferno," all high-grad- e
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
I I M I I I I M I II I I I I I I II I nr I I I 1 1 H I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I M-- H as lady walking backward, turns tothe left and moving of foot with
weight on it?"
"Provided that a 'proper' dance po-
sition be maintained, will the 'Castle
months, and who left for Cincinnati
about a month ago, has just been se- -
as the superior of San Kafael
hospital at Trinidad, succeeding Sister
Anacletus, who will come to Santa Fe
to take charge of St. Vincent. Mother
Sebastain has a legion of warm
L. A. HUGHES,
President.
lodge of 150 members decide this vex-- j
L. POLLARD,
Secretary.
J. CRICHTON,
Manager & Treasurer. Step' be permitted?" : H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER, SAN FRANCISCO STREET."What is the objection, if any, to theatious matter once and for all. Cer-tainly the men who actually dance
the modern dances are as well, if not
better uualitied, to pass on the pro-
priety of these dunces than those win
'llitchey Coo".'"
"Is rag dancing good for the prim
friends in Santa who will regret ti
learn or her departure from ihe City
of the Holy Faith, but who will reitive muscles?"
sile is to have the super-lAnntller ni'ticle nil flia "UiirWn ' joiCO that
Dances will appear in a few days.) vision of San Kalaels. which is one 01
the most up to date hospitals in the
southwest.
never come near the ball room or
have never to syncopated
music!"
Swat the Rag!
Then to the New Mexican ofTlce
came another man saying: "Swat thej
PERSONALS
THE STAR BARN
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
GENERAL LIVERY
Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable Re-
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
SADDLE POMES. TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS. PROMPT SERVICE.
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
Work for the New Mexican. It l
working for you, for Santa Fe and
the new state.
HELPLESS AS BABY
rag! There is nothing new in these Ramon Sandoval of Cerrillos, is j
j 'modern' dances the turkey spending the day in Santa Fe.
i trot was danced by the Indian rain Airs. William C. McDonald will not
makers." be, at home Monday afternoon.
"Any other dances done by the an- - A. S. Brookes, adjutant general, is
cient peoples?" asked the reporter, in Las Vegas today on a short trip,
Lumber and Transfer Co.
(INCORPORATED)
HEADQ1TABTEBS IFOIR,
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Build-
ing Materials of Every Description.
AGENTS F the FAMOUS DAWSON COAL
GENERAL TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE
gSTTour Business Solicited. V3f
Phone 100 and 35 W. :: Foot of Montezuma Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry l.ee have gone
to Albiuiueniue, traveling in their
motor. Down in Mind Unable to Work,
and What Helped Her.Chief Justice Clarence J. Roberts
j
"Oh, yes," he replied, ' but it is hard
to classify. Certain it is you never
see an Indian hugging an Indian maid-
en in a dance. "
The Matter of "Grip."
In view of the remarks made by an
anti-ragge- r that the
"grip" in the rag dance would
be funny if it were not shocking, the
has returned from a fishing trip on the
Pecos.
Governor William C. McDonald re-
turned last night from a trip of several j Summit Point, W. Va. Mis. Anna
days to his Lincoln county ranch. fele .ey, oi mis pace, says -- i sm--
B. C. Mossman of Artesia, w ho has ' . " !?,L "dT" Z "a. .III lg"l 3IUC, IIUI11 wuiimili
trouble, and doctored lots for it, but with
NEW MEXICO
SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, N. M.
out success. I suttered so very much,
following is given as the correct posi- - b(,en ln tne city for sevel.al uavSi lett
tion in two-ste- and waltz, and the po-- , ,or tne Pet.0B valley this morning,
sition of holding in the modern f.irs. Thomas A. Hay den has
according to 191:1 authorities turned from Harvey's ranch, where
in the east: jshe has been spending several weeks
that 1 became down in mind, and as help- -
less as a baby. I was in the worst kind
of shape. Was unable to do any work,
I began taking Cardui. the womar'sFor two sten and waltz Gentleman t aptain w. H. .lack or Collax conn
firmly around lady memner o. me cau.e sanitary aose.
-
By .'l??v.v ..
resting under her left arm, thumb or " " '"" ties, ray health was completely restored.
,r
.'
I am now 48 years years old, but feel asright hand of gentleman turned to- - jj
ward partner's back. Gentleman
places left arm opposite shoulder, tak- -
ing partner's hand in his palm.
..una iieuiin;e .11 II 11 11 II II, a leaillH! g00(J as flitf when Only It).
at the school for the deaf, has reiurn- - Cariuj certainly saved me from losing
ed from a visit with relatives and ' my mind, and I feel it my duty to speak
friends in tin south. in its favor. I wish I had some poweruy For ash! For one-ste- and simple tango jjKS(. Ktiit Ti and Ruth lieles who ' over P001,1 suffering women, and could
.
.ta lliam IrnAiil ia nmiil i tinnA An I'n,v- - nuvn tn. uuu j( nvuiu uuW ft I'illC 'Itueimeniaii a arm uie same as 111 had been visiting MrsAnd we will show you how much you can save. Espe-
cially should you do this with your
... -
"110111
iwo-sie- aim wans, im en- - the Woodruff house, left yesterday for IF ,,nt. PtiFFnr Smtrt qm, r( 4tia nilmanlff
Flour twined
wit 11 partners rigiu. iorming
what is known us a "pretzel grip."
Should any dislike the "pretzel
grip," the postion as in waltz may be
i Tuu ityjui mi, ui till, aiiinwiuatheir home in Salt Lake ( ity. willpeculiar to women, it certainly beRafael Romero, who has accepted worth your while to give Cardui a trial,
the position of assistant secretary of R has been helning weak women fot
state, has gone to Mora to make ar nore than DO years, and will help you,Hay, Grain
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, Civil Engineer-
ing, Electrica Engineering and Mechanlca' Engi-
neering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of standard schools of mines everywhere; close
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are I-
llustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for its
purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cos:
etc.
For full Information, or catalogue, address
THE KEOISTRAR
NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.
i
GuaranteedGive us a trial and let us show you. lOO.taken. rangements to move to Santa Fe.
Try Cardui. Your druggist sells it.A Big Problem. C. L. Ballard, former sheriff ol
That the Elks lodge here will have Chaves county, and C. W. Walker,
a big problem to vote on September pi ominent cattleman of Roswell, are
Write fn: Chattanooga Medicine Co., Lades'
dvisory Dept.. Cliattanooca, Tenn., (or Sfntui
tiufticns on your cftbe and 64 pajfe book, "Home
eaiment Jor Womei," jn plain wrapper. W.C. 121
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN CO.
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr., - - Galisteo and Water Sts.
Phone, Main 250.
at the Montezuma They came here10, If the so called modern dances are
to be analyzed and studied in order to
ascertain their good and bad points
by motor,
The Kt. Rev. Monsignor Jacuemin,
who has been the guest of the arrh- - unJUJsnnnrijuuuuyjijrm
bishop, left yesterday for the east. The g S 5CHICHESTER S PILLS
1IKANB. v7ltS I..dl,-- Ak Tour llruul.t for fit-- SMk. ItlsiiioiiJTlrandyVNJi5358v I'lll. in Hid .nil liulil mctalllAV
TYJJJ l..ves, sealed with Hlue Ril'lwn.
KruitllUt. As fnr lll. I11;k-TE- 9
"1A1HINO IIHANU IMI.I.N, fi R
ycarb as Hest, balt, Always Keltault
aHENRY KRICK&--
DISTRIBUTOR OP
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Mex.
monsignor was much pleased with
Santa Fe.
.Miss Agatha Shaw, of Kansas City,
Mo., who formerly visited Santa. Fe,
has returned to Bpend a few weeks.
Her many friends were glad to see
her hack in Santa Fe.
Richard Byrd will arrive tomorrow
evening from Oklahoma over the cut-
off and will meet Mrs. Byrd at. .Moun-tainai-
Both will return to Santa Fe
to spend some time here.
Miss May Bergere, one of Santa
Fe's most popujar girls, has returned
from Denver to spend a month in rest
HELLO
YES,
THIS IS
H. S. KAUNE I GO.
.
THE AMERICAN M
lis
Y TV- - TRADE MARK WV1TR MARK
Where Quality Governs the Price
and Price the Quality and recreation. Miss Bergere has
been studying to be a trained nurse.SUMMER EXCURSIONS
CALIFORNIA
AND THE EAST
Pickling
.Mrs. M. H. Byrd and Mrs. K. B.
Patterson have returned from Moun-tainai- r
Chautauqua where they attend-
ed the meetings of the W. C. T. V. and
the dedication of the new W. C. T. U.
headquarters.
William Johnston, a well known
sheep man of Roswell, is here on bus-
iness. He came in a motor with W.
T. Rose, who is a well known stock
IF YOU BUSINESS MENj
262!
Madam, why do you ask
if our Butter is FRESH?
Butter IS Butter only
when it is FRESH. In
our store Butter IS But
ter, Cheese IS Cheese,
Oleomargarine IS Oleo
margarine and Lard IS
Lard. Of course talk is
only realized the business-buildin- g power of first-cla- ssover,The Summer Tourist Rates will soon be
TAKF ADVANTAGE OF THE LOW RATES NOW stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
10091 efficient, you would specify
San
Francisco
Los Angeles or
San Diego,
cheap please come and
Reason
Is Now Here
The Secret
of Good
Pickles is
in the
Vinegar
HAVE PURE APPLE CIDER VINEGAR
WHITE PICKLING VINEGAR
MALT AND HEINZ SPICED
SALAD VINEGAR.
$50.55 $40.55
On SaleAug. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29. Return Limit, Oct. 22
SUMMER TOURIST RATES-EA- ST
man. They report swollen streams
due to the heavy rains.
Among the priests who have been
here during the past few days are
Father Gilbe'.ton of Las Vegas, who
is back from a trip to Rome and Paris,
Father Grange of Mesilla, N. M., and
Father Haelterman of Santa Cruz.
Mrs. Frank Sturges has returned
from Albuquerque, where she went to
attend the funeral of Harold Moore.
She spent a week visiting with friends
following the funeral. Miss Florence
Kremls, of Albuquerque, returned with
her for a short visit here. Miss
Kremis is a niece of Mrs. Sturges.
James E. Anderson, of Tularosa,
proprietor of The Tribune of that
place, is spending a few days in this
city, en route home from an extended
visit to his former home In northern
Indiana. Mr. Anderson will go from
here to Albuquerque fo a short visit
before returning to the newspaper
coupon BomON SALE DAILY- -
see us, SMELL OUR
BUTTER and convince
yourself.
Our prices "for this
week on our brands:
B. HILL
. .
35C
CRYSTAL .... . . 35C
SANTA FE PRODUCTS CO. 35C
ESTANCIA
. . .
30C
THE MODERN GROCERY CO.
Phone 262.
(Fac-Slmi- Water-Mark- )
The De Luxe Business Paperj
$5 1 .85 ! JSt. Louis . . $47.35
$51.85 Mnneapolis $51.85$2i;iO Pueblo ; . . $16.35
$78.85 Col. Springs $18.15
Chicago .
St. Paul .
Denver . .
New York
because by comparison you would find that COUPON
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
really productive.game.
Return Limit, October 31st, 1913.
For particulars regarding above, rates and rates to
many other points, call on or address any
agent of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ -- Agt., SANTA FE, N. M.
H. S. KAUNE 5 CO. Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see theb
"The Van Stone faintly departed
Tuesday for Santa Fe, where they will
make their home while Mr. Van Stone
is deciding as to his future plans.
The Van Stones will be greatly miss-
ed from the social life of the town in
which they occupied a large place, and
difference. Let us show you samples.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
nU Fe, N. M. :
stWhere Prices ar B
For Safe Quality. 5onjnnnjnjAnnnnnnjxnjiriinnvrirn
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B ronton M. Cutting.
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CONDENSED STATEMENT OF THE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
AUGUST 9, 1913.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts $ 665,919.42
Bonds and Securities 88,727.75
United States Bonda . 70,000.00
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures .... 45,000.00
Cash on Hand and in Banks 289,283.30
SUBSCRIPTION RATU
Silly, per year, ky miM 18.61 Dally, per aw If
Daily, ill msntht, ky Mill tlBI liMy, par aaaiHt, ay
Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
Booklet Free on Request K
.1 MWtakly. par year ll.Ot Weakly, all
$1,158,930.47
LIABILITIES.
THE VALLEY RANCH, VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO. Capital StockSurplus and Profits.
Circulation ,
Deposits
150,000.00
92,025.37.
39,500.00
8,77,405.10
"All of Today'o Novo Today 99 that will send him to the penitentiary, ! remember that, there's no higher courtISN'T IT TERRIBLE.
$1,158,930.47
to reverse the decision. Montoya Re-
publican.
A New Variety.
The man who discovered the vine-les- s
spuds has nothing on us. Several
regions in Colfax county produce spud-les- s
vines with great regularity. Ra
As made to the Comptroller of the Currency under
his call for a report for August 9, 1913.
as has been frequently done, and then
again he can take it in a manner that
will bring comfort to his family and
joy to the baker. Maybe it's that way
with the rag. It can be operated so
as to bring disgrace, destruction an.1
unmitigated sorrow and humiliation as
an aftermath, or it can be made but
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286 EDITORIAL ROOMS 31
to minister to a desire for innocent
ton Range.
Which Pair.
Every time we hear a fellow boast-
ing of voting the same party ticket
ever since the flood, we wonder which
pair of animals In the ark were his
ancestors. Cloudcrafter.
'Till Cows Come Home. The Montezuma Hotelf rom present indications,, congress
pleasure like any other dance.
. It depends on the dancer and not on
the dance. It seems to be a matter of
position, largely, or the hold you get.
That is true in a lot of things in life.
The result depends on the hold. A fel-
low can slip and fall or he can pull
himself up.
The Good And Evil.
How full life is of the things that
go right to our hearts and touch us to
the very quick. I saw in the news
notes of a case that told of that strain
will stay in session until the cows
THE LICENSE QUESTION. '
The position taken by the New .Mexican regarding the lowering of the
saloon license lias awakened a great deal of comment and very serious con-
sideration.
The position taken by the proprietors of the saloons that the placef
where liquors are sold should be forced to stand their share is a tenable one.
and should have been taken In the initiative, instead of the attempt thev
did make in having their own license reduced without saying anything of
the injustice of being compelled to compete with those organizations where
liquors were freely sold and where a small license Is paid. It i. also claimed
that liquors are sold at drug stores without a license. If this is so, why
was not this also made a prominent issue in the controversy?
It looks a little .like playing the baby act on the part of the saloon pro-
prietors in not coming out in the open and saying what they had to gay and
giving some reason why they fell they were being discriminated against
in being compelled to stand the brunt of this burden while others, who
are doing the same thing, were being let off more easily.
The New Mexican believes in a square deal and this fight is not against
the saloon us an institution, but against the policy of lessening the revenue
of the city at this time when we all know they are so badly needed.
lira. Percheron How awfully
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
' THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, 5 team Heat,
Central Location.
come home for their winter feed. It
will take about that long to get the
tariff and currency measures through.
Roswell News.
Where's the Difference.
The Las Vegas Optic, a very good
newspaper but rather inclined to get
off the track, is much put out because
the Santa Fe New Mexican backs up
Governor McDonald's attitude toward
dear.
crowded the cars are!
Mrs. Clydesdale Yes, indeed
And how people do take up
room in them!
one's that is iu all of us and which so many
of us smother as we go on, and yet
w hich is one of the things, which if Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.cultivated would make in every way
AS THE BYSTANDERSEES IT
ANNO GEM E
county salaries and apparently does
not like some of the figures showing
the amounts received by the assessors
in the various counties. The Optic
practically admits the correctness of
the figures, but Is not sure whether
they came from the treasurer's office
or from the assessors themselves. For
the life of us we fail to see the differ-
ence so long as they are correct.
Roswell Record.
Everybody Else.
Everybody's doin' it, except the edi-
tors. They are doin' something else.
Fishing, camping, hunting, enjoying
They Were There.
They were all there last night, the '
father and mother flies and the little
Hies and if those who were there as
spectators to the fly birth and the sue- -
ceeding exhibition of fly life, were not
taught a lesson about this insect then
We have contended that the revenue should be rather Increased than di-
minished and it is but fair that all institutions selling liquor should be
placed on a basis that each shall stand a proportionate share. If the saloo i
proprietors want to make a fight on that basis the New Mexican is with
them, but why was not this position taken openly and above board when the
question first came up?
If liquor is being sold at any drug store, as it is claimed, let that be
fully brought out and let the offenders pay the penalty.
Let us get at the bottom of this question now and get on a basis of fair
play. The mistake made by the saloon proprietors was in not coming out in
the open in the beginning and making a stand-u- fight for an equality of ad-n- i
i ist ra t ion.
a better world and better people.
In a Pennsylvania town a woman
bad been arrested for drunkenness.
She was brought, up before the magis-
trate and sentenced to jail.
Just after being put In the cell a
little boy came into the court room
and stood before the judge, his little
chin barely reaching up to the railing
of the justice's desk. He took from
his pocket a little roll of bills and
handing it up to the court, he said
that he wanted to, pay his mother's
fine and have her released. The little
chap worked iu a factory and asked to
be excused from work for an hour as
he had important business to trans-
act. It was to get his mother out of
jail. Fortunately the magistrate was
a man with a heart and with some
sense as well, and he pushed back the
little boy's money and remitted the'
woman's fine.
One wonders what that woman did.
If she did not take an oath from that
INSURANCE
FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS
The Best That Can be Bought I
AT ANV PRICE
Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use in-
surance get the best, as it is
the cheapest, and
ALWAYS SEE
FRANK M. JONES,
MR. HARVEY 0ATMAN,
Proprietor of the
MONTEZUMA BILLIARD PARLORS,
Has Engajred at a Great Expense,
MARCUS CATT0N,
Son of the Famous
"BILLY" CATT0N,
who will manage his billiard par-
lors and Instruct titose desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.
life in God's great mountains, resting
neath the cooling shade of now-cappe- d
range, or wading out in the purl-
ing streams fishing, by day, and sleep-
ing under the starry canopy of the
heavens, with the gentle breezes waft
1 do not know what they would want
as an illustration.
I am speaking of the movies and the
pictures that were thrown on the
screen showing us something of fly
methods of coming into this vale and
the way they do things after their ar-
rival.
One felt after seeing this show as if
he wanted to go down to the store and
buy all, the swatters and all the tly pa-
per in town and anything else that
would destroy flies and get to work to
eradicate what he could of this in EVERYONE WELCOME I
THE UERDICT.
The verdict just given in the Diggs case in San Francisco will meet with
well nigh unanimous approval of the people of this nation.
It ought to go a long way toward the betterment of conditions and it
should teach a very strong and impressive .lesson that will have an effect on
the future.
There have been those who have been strong opponents of the "Mann"
act, claiming that it is too severe and that, under it, great injustice may be
and has been done, but the principle of the thing, with the aggravated
features brought out In the case just tried, needed an expose, and in the
future men will be a little more careful how they violate ethics and morals
with a ruthless freedom, expecting to escape the punishment of their wicked
and miserable offenses. ,
The contemptible action of the defendant, Diggs, lost for him all possible
sympathy that some might have felt when he turned out to be a contemp-
tible coward and endeavored to throw the blame on the woman in the
case.
From the beginning he was an inexcusable offender in the neglect of his
j i line uii never 10 loucii anoiuer uropfernal pest.
wmmmmmmm Office United States Bank Buildinr(FIRST FLOOR)
who has purchased the InsurLa Salle Hotel !
ing the fragrance of the pines and
spruce through the stilly air of the
night all this do the campers know,
What are the editors doin'? They are
writing up the departure of many who
are on their way to enjoy the above
delights, while they stay home and
well, the story grows too painful here
for further words on the subject, so
we lay down our pen in sadness.
Farmington Enterprise.
Needs Bigger One.
Speaking of the gall of certain con-
cerns and institutions in asking for
free advertising through the newspa-
pers reminds us that we must secure
a more commodious waste basket for
the informer office. At present we are
ance Business of the L. A.
Great Scott! It was enough to 01 1'Quor, ana it sue ma not take that
make one's llesh get pimply to see j bo' ,0 ller lleart from that nollr. ,ne
those slimy worms crawling about
1 do not k"ow what kllld f fer waa
and burrowing into food, stuffs, aud iu ller make-up- . She should be
over everything that was foul ' curcerated for the rest of her un-an-
then go to wiping their feet on, natural life, if she did not go home a
and pushing their proboscis into thebp,ter woman, purified and regener-sugar- .
It is an astonishing proboscis, ated.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,
goodcompanies,good protection
CHARLEY GANN, Prop'r
too. Of course, we do not see it in all Does it not seem a pity, that with
its horribleness as it is too small to such qualities in us and we all have European Plan.
Meals At All Hours. WOODY'S STAGE LIN Ebe properly viewed without the aid of them to begin with, as this little boy
home and family and the infernal insult which he ottered to ins own wire
and children only makes his testimony more pitiful and despicable and the
contemptible position which he occupies before the American people is only
made more conspicuous.
It is about time that we made more of the sanctity of the home and the
sacredness of the marriage vow, and this utter neglect of this man of these
is enough to convict him in itself.
Rarely has so paltry and contemptible an excuse been offered as that
of this nan Diggs, in his attempted defense.
"The woman did it" does not find in the hearts of our chivalrous
From
BARRANCA TO TAOS
a magnilying glass, but when one sees had, that we Btunt them and destroy
it as it really is and recalls watching them and give way to the influences
the antics of the pest when he man- - that bring destruction to ourselves
ages to sneak Into the house, one does and misery to others,
not wonder that he has become to be T,)e wor(I is fu of the thingg that
1 Elegant Rooms in Connec-- i
tion, Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths,
I RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
(1 24 J San Francisco Street.
gj Near S, W. Corner Plaza,
Wmmmmmmmmmmrnnmmmm
using one average size basket and two
fairly good size boxes and yet when
our weekly clean up day comes around
wa find them all full and overflowing
with "literature" from the various
state institutions, bible societies, Pa-
nama exposition promoters, the South-
ern Pacific railway, and various other
people and charitable Institutions
regaruea as a ining to ue tougnt anil!nre beyond our understanding.
people any response or any sympathy, and Diggs would have stood in a far slain without mercy and with ceasless
That was a mighty good lesson and AMONG THE EDITORS.
everyone ought to see the illustration
of the harm a fly can do and the Beats the Gowns.
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival at
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos it 7 p. m.
Ten mile shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and goodteams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commercial man to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Emkudu
tatlon.
who want to be boosted at the ex-
pense of the already underpaid coun-
try publisher. Why, if we' published
all this dope that comes to us we
would have to enlarge the Informer
several times after leaving out all
news and legitimate advertising. Then
If charity covers a multitude of
sins, it beats some of the new tangled
creations in women's clothes. Socor-
ro Chieftain.
k
The Higher Court.
The Philadelphia preacher who got who'd pay the grocery bills. Dayton
danger lie must be to the health of
our people. He is certainly the limit
Here is one of the mysteries of this
existence again. What in thunder was
this miserable, dirty, foul and death
dealing pestilence put into the world
for, anyway? Well, we saw one thing,
and that is that the "swat the fly" slo-
gan is one to be heeded all the sea-
son and every day.
The All Absorbing Rag.
To rag or not to rag, that's the
a wite in answer to a prayer should Informer,
JONW
better light today had he openly confessed that no conimmea tins oneim-whic-
every one knows he did commit, instead of trying to excuse himself
and condemn Marsha Warrington.
It is high time that the law stopped In and placed upon men of this stamp
the red brand of its condemnation.
California has set the example
Let every state follow as the opportunity presents itself.
o
TIRED OF STRIKE OUTS.
Ormsby McHarg, who for a time fought with Rooseveltj then suffered a
relapse of faith, has announced an interesting discovery.
"The Progressive movement was," he says, and pray note the tense,
"sociological, not political."
Those are big words. They mean that when Progressives wake up
to the injustices under which the run of people suffer, it will be wholly proper
for them to meet in uplift organization and read papers calling attention to
the facts; hut I hey musn't take a plan of correction to the polla, because that
might interfere with the schemes of the politicians.
No doubt there have been, scattered among the warriors of the new or
der, some lily livered persons who would be quite content with a flourish
of rhetoric as the finale of the Progressive movement.
But we think that the majority still want results definite, practical con-
crete results; something that measures up in a reduced cost and an eased
stress of living.
Most of us think that so long as Wilson is at the bat and swinging as
if be meant to make a home run, it would be foolish to fuss about the next
.
MAYESTHE FORUM. THE ViSIGRAPH TYPEWRITER INSURANCEThe Visigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
developments of the Typewriter art
question and it is causing more dis-
cussion than the recognition of
Huerta or Bryan's grape juice, or the
exposures of Mulhall.
The raggers are raging at the at-
tacks on the beautiful and graceful
and
.enticing step as they regard it,
and the antis are equally excited at
what they consider an outrage on de-
cency and a disgrace, to the com-
munity. It beats the old time political
campaign when every one who did not
believe as you did was a or a
Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants. Etc
Santa Fe, 'N. M., Aug. 19, 1913.
Editor, Santa Fe New Mexican.
In your issues of August loth and
16th, there appeared editorials touch-
ing on the question of lower retail
liquor license. In the editorial of the
16th inst. there appears the following
language, "If there were any compen-
sating offer to be made by the saloons
there might be a chance for argu-
ment, but wherein lies the especial
value to the community that should
call for tlm extension of this special
privilege? It is the day of the evening
up the inequalities of the different
Best in the world. It has
84 characters with a single
shift, light action and un-
limited speed; Interchange-
able carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and col-
umn stops. Absolute visi-
bility and handiness of ma-
nipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.
Ask for Catalogue or Agtnts Terms
And in addition to the conditions
complained of in the foregoing para-
graph there are private clubs in this
city permitted to dispense liquors on
any and all days, and to women at
all hours and no license is exacted
from them other than the United
States license which is the same to
all dealers in all cities no matter what
the population may be.
Therefore, does it seem equitable to
you. does it look like a "square deal"
that a few should be singled out to
bear all of the burden of expense In
these dull timeB and that a few spe-
cially favored ones be permitted to
do the same kind of business and also
inning.
But we're mighty tired of strike-outs- . Somebody has just got to bat
in a run.
It's that way with the rag.
Do you know, after all, I believe It
Is with this rag business as it is with
most things in this little old world,
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE
classes of business rather than the day
THE CHURCH VARD AS A PLAYGROUND.
On the athletic field of a Catholic college in Chicago ball games are played
regularly on Sundays, to the apparent satisfaction of hundreds of attendants
Aud Utuly the Society of Friends in Flushing. I,. I., turned over the spacious
grounds surrounding its place of worship for use on Sundays as a playground
Thus gradually is the. old idea of Sunday observance, which made the
day solemn and severe, is apparently giving way to the new notion that play
may be innocent, useful and wholesome.
Some good folk are grieved by the change, and where their feelings are
Distributors for New Mexico,SAMTA FE, N M.oi singling out the special few for fav-
ors at the expense of others." violate the laws without paying any
license?
Surety Bonds
Of All Kinds.
Telephone 194 W., Room U
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
SANTA FE NEW MEXICO
you can make them what you will. U
depends on the persons themselves.
One can make a good thing disreput-
able by the right kind of manipulation
of it and often you can make a thing
It is on this very inequality that
the undersigned tax paying citizens
who are engaged in the retail liquor
business in this city beg leave to
GRAND ARMY OF
THE REPUBLIC
We are not asking that the license
be reduced notwithstanding the fact
that the sum of $1400 is an extortion,
is almost prohibitive and unreasonable
when compared with the licenses paid
by other lines of business, but we do
ask that all persons or clubs engaged
in the same line of business be treated
equally so that there may be equal
prompted by conscience they deserve and should receive our sympathetic re
sped.
But custom invariably follows circumstance; and the high tension of th-- i
modern struggle for existence, with its scant leisure for weektime mid-wee-
recreation, introduces factors into the present Sunday problem which were
not there in the early times.
Joy is not necessarily sinful nor rejigious. The pert
lies, not in allowing tired folks to find rest in Sunday amusement, but ir,
allowing amusement to overshadow the obligation which we all of us should
that looks bad on the face of it, not so
bad as it seems.
I am free to admit, being an
person, that the rag as it is
sometimes done is a corker, and I can
see where a lot of harm might come
of it, especially to the younger set.
Somehow I feel that the farther the
make reply to the aforesaid editorials
and ask that you give the same prom-
inence to this reply in your publication
as you did to the editorials in ques-
tion. - '
As you are aware the present license
to the city is $1,000, per annum, and
to the county an additional sum of
$400 with the absolutely proper re
ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT,
CHATTANOOGA, TENN.,
Sept. 15-2- 0, 1913.
To Chatanooga and Return
at rate of
competition and not that a few favor
ed ones be granted privileges to do
business without taxation and in addi-
tion violate every letter and spirit ofstrictions that no women be allowed
young people can be kept from the
suggestive things in life the safer is
going to be the road they travel,
in places where liquor is sold and that the law as it stands on the statute
Sunday closing be strictly observed.which at best is full of tempation and
Mineral water
! TRY A DOZEN AND YOU I
WILL ORDER MORE I
I ( i Right, :
Nuff Said, j
Handled by I
! HENRY KRICK, I
Santa Fe, N. M. Phone 35 J. j
feel toward the Creator for the blessings we enjoy.
The children of Flushing probably will feel more kindlv' toward the goon
Quakers for the privilege of playing in the churchyard and be more inclined
to respect the hours of worship than if denied the chance for natural plav
and forced to seek it on the sly.
. At all events, the incident seems worthy of notice as a smyptom of chang-
ing custom.
o
The Indiana state board of health wants inclined planes in the school
houses of that state as they think it is not fair to compel the little children
to take the same steps as a big. long-legge- man. Have they not heard of
ground-floo- r school houses in the Hoosier state?
Dates of Sale, Sept. 10th to 18th
Return Limit, by extension.
books of this state.
If it is the desire of your paper to
increase the revenues of the city, why
not impose a license on the drug
stores and the clubs and then your
claim for equality 'will have some
foundation.
Respectfully,
THE PETITIONERS.
beset with pit-fall-
This rag, in certain phases, Is not
without its dangers as if seems to me.
but in its other evolutions It is a
pretty and alluring thing.
It's in the way it is done, you know- -
Yet in view of these restrictions which
we firmly adhere to and as we state
are proper, the drug stores of the
city are permitted to sell liquor in
any quantity and to women and chil-
dren on any day In the week and
without paying any license for so do-
ing. ,
October 17th, 1913.
H. S. LUTZ. Agent,
Santa Fe, . . New Mexico.One can take a loaf of bread In a way
PA3E SEVENSANTA FE NEW MEXICANSATURDAY, AUGUST 23, 1913.
on the plaza that your franchise was the old Dorman house, and also on lake up with the office for report at1InGirlhood Want:about to expire and that a. new fran- (irilnn avenue. The motion prevailed, ' the next meeting to discuss thewould be given to you only upon and the matter was referred to the vantages of J'lau Xo. I. As the Leg-th- epayment of a large stun of money Light. Committee w ith power to act islat ive act carries only $!U)iMi for the
to go to the citizens able to deliver jln the premises. construction of a trunk sewer, this
PROCEEDINGS OF THE CITY
COUNqiL.
Santa Fe, X. M., Aug. 12, litl'S.
Ctiy Council Proceedings.
Adjourned meeting of tjie City
Council was called to order by the
Womanhood
such franchise and not to the city?
Q. If you had any other, and morn
FOR RENT 3 furnished rooms.
Apply I'lfj Grant Ave.
OR
Motherhood
The following communication from Plan calls for a system at a cost of
the state engineer, Mr. French, was approximately :i.'00 additional,
signed to care for Hie future needs
president of the council, A. B. Rene-- 1
The women who have used
Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription will tell you
that it freed them from pain of the city.August 12, i;n::.To the President of the City Counci' trust that your honorable bodv
LOST A roll of bills. Reward of
fen Dollars for return to .New Mexi-
can otllce.
definite, authority for your state
ment, be good enough to state just
what it was, with such specification
as will enable the city council to act
advisedly upon the information thus
convoyed.
nan.
Moll cn,ll by the City Clerk showed
the following councilman present
Alarid, naea, X. Baca, R. L. Lopez
Renehan and Shoemaker. Absent:
Akers, Rani and Mayor Lopez.
A quorum being present the Coun-
cil proceeded to business.
On motion of Councilman R. L.
of Santa Fe, X. M.
Gentlemen :
Whereas, Chapter 9."i, Laws of New
Mexico, First State Legislature, tin
will give serious (onsideration to
this proposal as contemplated! under
Plan Xo. 4. in that an opportunity is
offered to the fast growing commun-
ity of having a modern outlet sewer
for its future grow !h.
WANTED A cook for lumber
conn): good wages. Impure nl Mon- -Q. If you had no other authority
tcziimu Hotel.for your statement than a report of der Mouse Bill Xo. aft. Introduced by
"common talk on the plaza.'' was it the lion. li. L. Baca and annroved
helped them over painfu periods in
their life and saved them many a day
of anguish and misery. This tonic, in
liquid form, was devised over 40 years
ago for the womanly system, by R.V.
Pierce, M. D., and has been sold ever
since by dealers in medicine to the
benefit of many thousand women.
Note ifyou prefer you can obtain Dr.Pierce's Favorite Prescription tablets at
your druggist at $1 per box, also in 60c
size or send SO one cent stamps to Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y. tor trial box.
Assist Nature
now and then,
with a gentle
cathartic Dr.
Pierce' Pleaa-an- d
Pellets tone
up and invigo-
rate liver and
bowels. Be sure
you get what
you ask for.
Baca, the levy for the ensuir.g yearjy011I, jntention to suggest that, the 'March 1.1. lfii::, provides for the con-wa- sleft to be presented at the nextritv r.011(.ii. or any member thereo" struct ion of an adeuuate sewer svs- -
or any other person or power or for the use of the capitol build- -
Verv trulv vours.
lUll'S a'frf.VH FOIt SALE Two young ponies for
Kt!irin"'T f'ilnt'r riding or driving. Phone Frank
Main SO.On motion of R. L. Baca, the above jMeliride,
communication was referred to a '
committee of live Cunncilmcti. the: FOR RENT A three or six rooo
president of the council to be one of l ouse furnished or unfurnished. Ap
fluence in this community luid definite
meeting of the Council. The Commit-tee- e
of Health made the following re-
port :
Santa Fe, X. M. August. 12, 191'!.
ing and grounds and the Governor's
mansion, and designates an approxi-
mate location by the state engineer,
ily sought to obtain from your com-ipan- y
money in consideration that said
To the Mayor and City Council of the member or person should obtain for and further provides under Section the members thereof, and five taxrmv-- . p ' to V. S. Lowit.kl.City of Santa Fe: iyou a new franchise? j.'! of this act, that, the City of Santa
Your special commit 'ee, composed Q- "' vflu had no such knowledge, i!- shall be permitted to connect its jeis, all to he named by ihe president,;of the council, said committee is ap-- i YOt'NG MAX di Hires position as
.l ..I ...... .,! .,.; u'fiu ii in r uiKJiii nn in iisiiersp i le kpu pr kvkipiii nr wile i imn nn hiwUl me iiiriuut-i- ui in? aituiuiiifi - , . engi-- ; (.haufl'c-u- careful driver. AddressHpiilth Committee, bee to reuort in members of the City Council, or the:as practicable under the approval off'ineer and report a! the next meeting j, haul'IViir. can; Xew Mexican.NEWS OF THE STATE its recommendations to the city conn
'cil. together with its idea of ways and1
respect to matters submitted to them Mayor of said city, by innuendo? ;tlie state engineer. I have the honor
for investigation, that is to Bay, the! Q- When you said, "if we do not to submit to your honorable body,
insinuation or intimation made Pay "P. are to be driven out of iter considerable study and examinn-b-
Mr. C. F. Street, in a letter " alin our property confiscated." ilion, both in the Held and office,
to Mrs. John R. McFie, chair- - 'did you mean that you had know-jera,- l plans for the proper expenditure
man Civics Committee, Woman's ledge or information sufficiently defi-jo- f the sum appropriated for construc-Cln- h
Santa Fe and nublished in the in its nature to justify a belief tion. Section S, in giving the approv- -
means to carry out any definite plan
and bond issue. The special commit-
tee mimed is as follows:
AiAKur Hundreds v canny .uem-- !
in tk seeking early marriage. Big list
free. .Mission i'nity, San Francisco,
Cal.
Work for the Xew Mexican, it !
Accidental Shooting.
Carl Henning, a boy 14 years of
age, was accidentally shot Sunday aft-
ernoon at Koehler Junction by a com
A. I!. Renehan, J. Shoemaker. R. S.
Lopez. C. Alarid, and li. L. Baca, on '
behalf of the council, and Hon. X, B."ev Mexican of the issue of the Sthi'uai u yuu uiu nui vu miun niuin-.- in ui un-
- uny nuinirei urns in me sinu-- ;
panion, Munsel Kates, and died before Lf ,.,)v n (i, pffppt .1,., ii.prp your franchise would not be renewed, engineer, unquestionably gives (lis- v.orking for you, for ianta Fe and
the new state.
&;
Destructive Fire.
Monday evening the hay Vnrn be-
longing to Dan Goode ((.light fire and
burned to the ground. The fire oc-
curred about & o'clock p. m. when most
every one hat gone hone from work
but soon aftiii' the alarm was given a
force of volunteer firemen gathered
and rendered valuable assistance in
saving adjacent buildings, and taking
livestock to a place of safety. The
ham contained about S5 tons oi nay.- -
Lake Arthur Times.
medical assistance could be rendered.
The principals in the Bhooting, with
two other smaller boys, were engaged
were rumors that onlv for a large aim inai it you am pa.v nriue inonei icieuon ami laiii.uue to tne pian loca
sum of corruption money could thti'ou could obtain a renewal of your tion and design of the sewer, as to
Santa Fe Water & Light company oh- - present franchise or acquire a new jits capacity. As the capacity of the
iui now franchise nr a rpnpwnl of lone? sewer is the critical solution to the
Laughliu. Hon. Richard R. l lanna
illon. Arthur Seligman, Hon. T. 7,.
Winter. Hon. H. If. Dorman. presi-- !
ident chamber of commerce. j
The second communication of the
istate engineer, Mr. .lames A. French.
lis as follows:
in tariret nractice with a rp. SALES.MKN making small towns,whole time or side line, should carry
our fast selling poeki t side line.
Special sales plan allowing return oi
unsold goods. Makes quick, easy
its existing one, and the suggestion! Q- - If vo" J'ave any such knowl-
- city's immediate future use which is
that unless such' money in abundance edge or information kindly supply it having a healthy and rapid growth,
were forthcoming the company would to us in detail. provision must he made for the car"
hp rtrivpn fmni thp ritv nnrt its nrnti-- Q. ff you have no sucli knowledge lof the proper disposition of the in August
7.
To the Honorable Mayor andthat is demanded ofert v confiscated- - or information will you be good creasing duty Cjtvjsales. $1.00 commission on each
or-jde-
SOMETHING KXTIRKLY NKW.
Write for outfit today. CANFIF.LI)
volver, which was accidentally dis-
charged while in the hands of the
Kates boy, and the shot struck the
Henning boy In the pit of the stom-
ach. This is the third tragedy of the
kind that has occurred within the past
few months, two of the accidents re-
sulting in death. These distressing
should be a stunning lesson
to parents who have permitted their
irresponsible youngsters the owner- -
made the a trunk or outlet, sewer. Counci, Santa Fe, X. M.Gentlemen :enougn to say wny youL The question involved, and es statement: "If we do not pay up. wo, n ,ne digcKHion following fourliriiltlll.l inai, iruuiir vji n nuiii . , . . ... . Herewith I submit for your approv MFG. Co., 20S Sigel Street, Chicago,
nl estimates of the cost, of paving (lie III.
The Slippery Street.
As T. V. Story was coining up Vir-
ginia at Second street yesterday one
or the horses he was driving slipped
and fell on the slick street. The
streets around the capitol grounds, in
been construed to import an insinua-- n,-- ' B0"vn 0,11 ' l"j,na j suggestions are submitted to you fortion that some member of the citv m'nerttv is to, be consideration, as follows:1'ave declined to supplyCouncil, or some other person not a A V , .A(lhprIn? t0 a slrict illtP1.
''VI pf b the foregoingmember of that body had made rep.;"" (dilla taton of Soction , of Ulis actstate whether or not the,
resentations, directly or indirectly. ;cinest.ons, .r m)t tQ p 0OnstnCe(,
Vl in fnlllne struck the other
j V ' f a Hfle or revolver. The bodyhorse, knocking him over and hardly
a. disinclina- -or ine siam Doy was Drought to Ratonbefore Mr. Story knew what had hap that for a vicious consideration he!' ' , ,v . exceeding a length of four miles, and
the city of Santa Fe, with brick.
Three estimates are submitted, each
one being for a brick pavement. The
difference in price is due to the dif-- j
ferent, class of foundation or base, j
These estimates are as follows:
II) Brick paving and concrete
Active, ambitious men to sell excep-- t
onally high class groceries direct to
consumers.
Liberal advances on orders; our
bonus system big feature: permanent
lositions: best season at hand.
Write the 111(5 HOl'SF today for
for the use of the capitol amiwould procure for the said company '''"-- '
. "" !oul.v
franchise, in other words, that. ' y 'a new mansion: the sewer of diame-
ter salt gla.ed. vitrified pipe incased
pened both horses were lying on the
ground unable to get up. The harness
was loosened by bystanders before
any damage was done to the horses
or buggy Roswell News.
in concrete, and of first-clas- s con-- j curb laid on a six-inc- concrete base
.or in nil iiiHf;e
Q. From what source or sources
jdid you derive the information that!
41,,,,.
...ol, 'ivnM tolL- ,v II, p nlnvu''
for such compensation he would de
liver the affirmative votes of the mem
bers of 1he City Council in the inter
particulars, naming county desired,
mporters, Manufacturers, Wholesale
Grocers.
JOHN SKXTON & CO., Chicago, 111.
struction, may be built not exceeding Price $2.20 per square yard,
three miles. It is obvious to all of (2) Brick paving and concrete curb
you that a pipe diameter of fi inches! laid on a cobblestone base grouted
would not. carry out the intent of! with concrete. Price of Having $1.70
est aforesaid,
consideration.
has received earnest f charaptpr mentlonpd by yoll,
O. When von made the statement!
2. Three open meetings have been afol.ps..lid (lid you ,.ealii,e that it ron. Section ::. as a pipe of this size an ljper square yard. Price of curb, l ie j Department of Gie Interior, Unitedgradient .obtainable would only suffice (r lineal loot. t5ia.pB t ,n,i ntlir-- Santa Fe N M.held in the lobby
ot tne c apital i n (ain,J(1 a suggestion at least that the
Bank building, in the law library- Icity Council, or any member thereof
I). The manager of the water coin-- , was corrupt in relation to your fran-
'
C!) Brick paving and concrete fiirb July 2S, ISLi.laid on a six inch macadam base.' Rpnuhlieation.pany was interrogated and disclaim- - chise, or the renewal thereof, or the
price o paving .ji.iiii per square yard
for a population of l.'iOO people. Th
capacity is based on a use of 100 gal-
lons per capita for 24 hours. Although
the above plan would he within the
limitation of the act, its maximum
punneitv wnntit in. renelieit n
Bucket Brigade Worked.
Saturday of last week the coal shed
in the rear of the Eestes home on Or-
chard street caught fire and burned to
the ground. The volunteer fire de-
partment rushed to the scene but as
there was no water In the system, the
bucket brigade was resorted to as a
means of preventing the flames from
spreading. Town fathers had better
see that water is kept in the mains at
all times, ere we have another bonfire
some one of these dry days. Farm-iagto- n
Eenterprise.
granting of one in its stead?
It is the desire of the special com-
mittee, for which I act, and of the city
and will be accompanied to Ft. Col-
lins, Colo., by the parents for burial.
Raton Range.
Men Caught In Tunnel Cave-In- .
About 2 o'clock Wednesday after-
noon the men timbering at the west
end of the old Raton tunnel were
caught in a slide and it is supposed all
but one of the six men are dead. Two
bodies have already been recovered
and at 7 a. m. this (Thursday) morn,
ing the rescuers are talking to one of
the men (Smith by name) whom they
expect to reach in a short time.
Smith says he Is all right, but there is
a dead man laying at his feet, but he
does not know who it is. It is almost
certain that Stansell is dead.
Emmett Stansell is one of the old-
est bridge and building foremen on
the New Mexico division of the Santa
Fe road and has a host of friends in
Springer. Springer Times.
Lightning Strikes House.
The lightning got mighty close to
some of us Sunday night during the
rain storm at least that is the way
it would appear to one suffering from
ed any knowledge of the subject mat-
ter of the inquiry. The mayor cam.!
before the committee and gave such
information as he possessed.
4. Investigation was made to de-
termine whether or not a similar
committee named by the Chamber ol
council to the prosecutioncause .f!few .y(,ars or )norp probaWy th
any individual who is amenable to
Price of curb, Ic per lineal foot.
In arriving at these prices the
quantity of brick, the amount of grad-
ing and the number of feet of curbing
have been taken the same in all cases.
The only difference is in the class of
base or foundation used. The better
base naturally is higher in first cost,
though it is cheaper in the end. L'.- -
jtime of its completion. For these
reasons 1his plan is objectionable.
Plan 2. This contemplates the con
'struction of a sewer 74ti"i feet, (ap
prosecution on any account involved
in your intimation, but without your
active aid, the aid of Mr. C F. Street,
and the officers and agents of your
Notice is hereby given that the
State of New Mexico, under and by
virtue of the Act of Congress approv-
ed June 20th, 1910, has made applica-
tion for the following described, un-
appropriated, unreserved and
public lands in the State of
New Mexico:
List No. Ill, Serial 017C04, Normal
Schools.
N 2 SW 14 Sec. 11, T. 8 N., R. 14
E., N. M. Mer.
List 10, Serial 017003, Normal
Schools.
N and S SW Sec. 5, Twp.
Commerce for a like purpose had ob
proximately 1 miles) that will care
company, its efforts may be rendered iur n, pupuiHiiun in nam (jeijie. in. i periencc lias proven that the. life of a
gallons use tor 24 nours. nis cans .jrk ,mviiig is longer when the nav-- Ifutile. Very truly yours,
(Sgd.) A. B. RENEHAN,
tained any substantial or concrete evi
dence to support or overthrow th
intimated charge, if it can be consid
ered, appearing in the publication
mentioned. It is understood that that
committee made no record of its pro-
ceedings, so that we were without the
iing is laid on a good, solid inundationfor h pipe and a maximum of
at the lower portion. ThisChairman. jc.alls for a plan of from theA reply has just been received, iit
airi whinh vip pvnpcted to derive from, is as fallows: 3 N., R. 13 E., N. M. Mer.
Looking For Pasturage.
Several stockmen of different parts
of Texas have been in Grady and the
vicinity of town, looking for a pastur-
age for their hungry cattle, the
drouth has put the grazing land of
Texas to the bad, having literally
burned up the grass. Several stock-
men have moved their herds to the
'Pecos river on the west. The drouth
has affected nearly every state in the
union, in some states the hot sun hav
A concrete foundation distributes the
weight in a more uniform manner and
prevents the paving from settling in
an irregular manner.
A paving to give satisfactory results
must wear well, be free from chuck
holes caused by unequal settlement
of a poor foundation, he easy to re- -
a slight nervous indisposition. A very 4, Cedar Street,
X'ew York, August 4, 19L!.
its activities.
Ii. The committee came to the con
capital to the I). & R. G. tracks. This
then would prevent all connection
from any portion south, o Sanla Fe
creek. Tt would permit connection
from the north side only.
These reasons above appear suffi
loud clap of thunder accompanied by
severe lightning was evidently the
cause of the fire which completely
clusion that an interpretation of the A. H. Renehan, Esq.,
language used by Mr. Street in his Capital City Bank Building,
The purpose of this notice is to al-
low all persons claiming the land ad-
versely, or desiring to show it to be
mineral in character, an opportunity
to file objections to such location or
selection with the Register and Re--
destroyed the two-roo- house in the cient for rejecting the above plan 'pair and last for a long term of years.north part of town recently vacated by
Mr. George Rowells. Kveryone noticed i'lan
J his consists ot a system i nis can only De obtained by proper
ing set fire to the grass and other
'designed to carry sewage for the construction, and by proper construe-- 1 ceiver or me i nneu siaies ianu "i- -
communication was more to be desir-- j hnnta re, a. ,u.
ed than an investigation, at least thaHDear Sir:
an interpretation of the language! Your letter of July 2rird has been
should precede investigation, for i' received and has remained unanswer-th-
meaning of the writer was innn-!e- d owing to my absence from town,
cent, and if whatever offense it gave. You state that your committee
from loose and careless ver-- j sires information regarding the "im
dry accumulations, burning off large
areas. Grady Record.
present population. That owing to tion 1 mean construction that has been
growth which is evident to all, the; proven by years of actual use. This
plan herewith suggested should not! may cost more at first, but. will be
lie given serious consideration. This well worth the difference in the add- -
rice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, and to
establish their interest therein, or the
mineial character thereof.
FRANCISCO DELG T0,
Register.
..i p m ntierl HenliKa.t inns ' cnntairipri ill mv
oiage, me ineinai mhic in n . om,,,. - ni., calls for pipe from Hie led life of paving and the satisfactionptipi- - in l ip. vm i fimm n nr rnpi1wouldwhen he wrote, if disclosed jCapitol building to Agua Fria street
From here, crossing Santa Fe creek.
of a smooth surface over a rough one
Tlie best, foundation for this pave
Woman's Club.probably make unnecessary further
rilit enntrnversv or discussioi.. reply, T beg to state that it was pipe is contemplated. This
"Tales of Honey and Tar" from
West and East.
Wm. Lee, Paskenta, Calif., says, 'It
. ,
- u,. nnt m v in tpnttnn tn sn cerKt that tlm well
This(Hereupon me cuairmuu oi iu '"! , " " ; " " ' V" . will care for a nomilation of ::.-,- neo; vi ' iiih i v I mil l ill-- miv iiit-m- -
ment is undoubtedly concrete,
proportioned and carefully laid
is (lie foundation used in case
The foundation used in case
mittPH was i rected to communicate 1pie. The reason for so large a pipe.hadwith Mr. C. F. Street and did so, liisjl" thereof was endeavoring or here is owing to the I ghter grade nec 'gives universal satisfaction
and I use
is!cnly Foley's Honey and Tar
pound for my children." E. C.
inendeavored to exert any undue
the lightning and it was but a few
moments until the fire alarm was
given, and quite a number of our citi-
zens took a run of several blocks, not
knowing the house was unoccupied,
through the rain, mud and water, fear-
ing that perhaps the occupants of the
house had been struck.
The house was completely destroy-
ed, but since the house had been va
cated there were no contents for the
fire to destroy. So far as is learned
there was no insurance whatever.
Portales Herald, e
Foot Crushed By Train.
J. H. Baxter, a young man, had his
right foot slightly crushed in the
coupling between the tender and bag
gage coach on No. 2 when that train
stopped here Tuesday morning. He
was taken to the Central hotel and
placed in the care of Dr. Thompson,
the local railroad physician. The foot,
essitated by going under the river, not as good as in the first case,
Unusual Incident.
Frank Smith is the unluckiest man
In the valley. While out after a load
of wood a few days ago, and after he
had put on a good load of wood and
securely tied same on his wagon and
started home, the wagon caught on
fire and the breeze was so great that
before he could realize what had hap-
pened his wagon and wood were burn-
ed up. This is the first instance of
the kind we ever heard of and though
Mr. Smith has the sympathy of all
who know of the accident, he can feel
secure In knowing that he has set a
.precedent in disposing of one's wood
and wagon that few will follow.
Montoya Republican.
bed. At water street tne pips is in u properly laid snould give lair re-- Rhoades, Middleton, (la, writes, 1fiuence
over the company.
Having thus answered your main'
question, it. seems to me that, no good creased to diameter, which suits. The foundation 'n case 3 is to! hud a racking lagrinre cough and
letter being as follows:
July 23, Ifli:?.
Santa Fe Water & Light company,
C. F. Street, President,
Santa Fe, X. M.
Dear Sirs:
By appropriate action, the Mayor
maintains to San Irancisco be ot broken stone hand laid and finally got relief taking Foley's Honev
of the matter. street. Turning west, the pipe is de-- ; rolled, but with no concrete. Thisjand Tar Compound." Vse no other
creased to 15 inches diameter. Tip's foundation should prove satisfactory! n v0ur familv and refuse substitute.Yours very truly,
HootirnatMl thP Health Committee Off toBu.; M.viA re Hnmt , .... ... ,, , ,..:,,,.. ., : "
,nlIm . OI II IK itliU Ullt-ll- lllliea HL illl H V Ml- ttllUWUl, UUUUL L11B HOUrCSt OI ICthe City uouneu or me i ny o. sa.. pw proximate cost of $10,000. The ob- - tFe, John bnoemaner, nomuio "'."' . ' , Iwim, in this i vrv ni.vtns nwin,?! Should recommend that vm, mlnnt For quick results,little "WANT."t. ji is clear rrom me answer mat - - , - -r nno nnH A R. Renehan. as a spec ito the fact that its capacity is only ine construction as outlined tor easelial nmnmiitPP tn investigate the im.mere was no intention to suggest tm
or sufficient to care for the present popu- -,, ,
.i : 1 i iiroDneiv or cuiDaniuiv. nrpsenLpuen accusauon cuuidm t:41: :iation only. 1, as it is unquestionably the bestfrom every point of view. It is truethat this is the more expensive, butloltoi. rlnterl Santa Fe. XeW MeXiCO.if taken care of properly, is not ex-pected to give him any serious trou-
ble. Mr. Baxter, in company with his
Work for the New Mexican. It la
Horking for you, for Saata Fe and
the new state
of member of the Coun- -John R.,r "' CityJuly 7th, addressed to Mrs. 1 believe that you are entirely warPlan
4. - Contemplates the building
of a sewer of sufficient capacity and
so located as to carry the sewage fo1--McFie. chairman Civics Committee,"- "
-
'"- - " "
wmn', runh Snntn. Fe. and sinned response to tne interrogatory as tobe he member 'a population of JfiOOO inhabitants. Inwhether any person
ranted in adopting this class of con-
struction for permanent work and
earnestly urge you to do so.
In case you feel that you must
sacrifice something in order to get a
of the city council or outsider, had detail this plan is summarized as tol
made a statement to the effect t hat heilows:
Santa Fe Water & Light company, by
C. F. Street, president, which was
published in the Santa Fe Xew Mexi-
can of July S, 1913, that "it is said to
be common talk on the plaza that our
Beginning at Don Caspar avenue, lower price I would recommend thecould deliver the affirmative votes
of
the City Council for a new franchise.
We are not disposed to consider this construction as outlined in case 2.
HUSBAND
TIRED OF SEEING
HER SUFFER
Procured Lydia E Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound,
which made His Wife
a Well Woman.
franchise is about to expire, and that
to emission to be an evasion, althoughnew franchise will be given us
younger brother, Ace, were en route
from El Paso to their home at Popu-
lar Bluffs, Mo. They had very little
money and were beating their way, at
which game they didn't seem to be ex-
perts. The young men informed their
father of the accident by wire, and on
Wednesday morning received suf-
ficient money to defray all expenses.
They left on No. 34 Wednesday even-
ing and will continue the remainder of
the trip home as first class passeng-
ers, and seem to be very highly pleas-
ed to have the opportunity to do so.
Logan Leader.
Lightning Strikes Church.
south of the bridge, and running west-
erly in the rear of the mansion to
Oalisteo street with an diame
ter pipe. This pipe is of sufficient
size to care for all sewage service
east of Don Caspar avenue and south
of the river, including the capitol and
superficially it might seem so. We
While case :! is chewier in price
than either of the others, it is also
much cheaper in quality and I canno
approve of its use for permanent work
such as this.
look upon the communication which
was published as hysterical rather
than deliberate.
7. We do not find any evidence to
only upon payment of a large sum ot
money, which is to go, not to the
city, but to the citizen able to deliver
If we do not pay up, we are to be
driven out of town and our property
is to be confiscated."
A. T., & S. F. R'YHoping that you will give your mostmansion.
From Galisteo west along De Var--! careful consideration to this question,j Justify further action. In our opinion 1 remainthe disclaimer by the Water & LightAs chairman of the special commit-
TIME TABLE
Effective January 1st, I9IJ.r ji.j kii. rmm vnn company ends tne matter, at least gas to Hancock street, ten-inc- pipeis planned. At Hancock street thesewer turns north for a hundred feet
and thence westerly through lower
portions of Prince's orchard to Agua
Fria street. At Agua Fria street the
Last Sunday evening at about the
Yours truly,
JAMES A, FRENCH,
State Engineer.
The above communication on. mo-
tion of R. L. Baca, was also referred
to the above special committee con-
sisting of councilmen and citizens,
with tho same recommendation of
Middletown, Pa. "I had heodache,
backache and such awful bearing down
pains that I could not be on my feet at
times and I had organic inflammation so
badly that I was not able to do my work.
I could not get a good meal for my hus
a more elaborate statement and a until the discovery of some proofs
larger fund of information than that Justifies inquiry in another form, if
the 'such proofs are to be found; butwhich is contained in publication
mentioned since the person who precipitated the
The .Chamber of Commerce of this investigation by two civic bodies can
produce no evidence, but on the othercity, by its special committee com
nosed, as I am told, of L. A. Hughes J"and denies that he had in mind any
time for the meeting of the young peo-
ple of the town that is being organiz-
ed at the church the church was
struck by lightning and the building
damaged to quite an extent. There
sewer will receive sewage of that por-
tion of the city west of Don Caspar
band and one child. My neighbors said and south of the river with the ex-
ception of that sewage which willthey thought my suffering was terrible. was no one in the church at the time, mem ber or tne council or tneu- vnnt and P. C. Wilson, city have to be carried down Agua Fria"My husband got tired of seeing me, as a heavy rai 6t0rm had come up authorized to inquire into the accusa
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to con-
nect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.
No. 3 carries passengers to Albu-
querque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
Albuquerque with "Cut-on- "
train for Clovls and Vecos Val-
ley points.
Mayor when he wrote what was writ-
ten, it would seem that further pur-
suit would be pursuit of a chimera.
Therefore, we recommend that this
report be received and filed and your
committee discharged.
considering ways and means, or a
bond issue or public subscription,
etc. The plans presented by Mr.
French for consideration were also
referred to the same special commit-
tee.
Mr. Frank Sturges called attention
of the council in reference to the
opening of a street from Agua Fria
street and turned into the trunk line
through the lane east of the Wagner
property. At Agua Fria street the pipe
is increased to diameter, and
the proposed sewer turns north, un-
der the river bed, just east of the D
tions or suggestions or intimation af-
ter hearings, made report last even-
ing to the effect that further inquiry
is justified.
While that part of your communi
gutter and one night went to tne drug
store and got me a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
told me I must take it I can't tell you
ell I suffered and I can't tell you all that
your medicine has done for me. I was
greatly benefited from the first and it
has made me a well woman. I can do
all my housework and even helped some
of my friends as well. 1 think it is a
wonderful help to all suffering women.
some time before the meeting was to
have begun. Sometime during the
storm a bolt of lightning seemed to
have struck the building in more than
one place, the most damage being done
in the south end of the class room
which is on the west side of the
church. Over the door between the
class room and the other part of the
church was banging a curtain to
which the lightning came over a wire
cation, which I have just quoted, lacl-- s
that precision and specification which
A. B. RENEHAN, Chairman
JOHN SHOEMAKER,
Member of Committee.
R. S. LOPEZ,
street to the depot which matter was
referred to the Streets and Bridges
Committee.
Upon motion Council adjourned.
The president announced that a
& R. G. bridge, to Water Street, where
it is increased to diameter,
continuing from here north to San
Francisco street. This part of the
sewer is designed to provide for the
interception of all sewage east of Jef-
ferson street and north of the river
At San Francisco street, turning
westerly along San Francisco street
to and across the Arroyo Mascaras.
This plan could be constructed at
a charge or accusation should possess,
the City Council, which regrets the de-
parture of your Messrs. Street imme-
diately after the Chamber of Com-
merce and the Mayor appointed their
special committees, and which re-
grets your consequent absence from
the hearings, desires to have from
you a more positive declaration than
Member of Committee.
Upon motion of R. L. Baca, the re
port of the committee was received,
ordered filed, and the committee dis-
charged.
The attention of the Council was
called to matter of taxes. The road
tax, by the acting mayor, saying he
thought it ought to be finally decided
special meeting was called for Wed-
nesday evening, August 20th, at 7:30
for the purpose of hearing reports ot
special committee on paving and
sewer.
that which you have made. There an approximate cost of $12,000.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:05 p.
m.
Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 7 westbound car-
rying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fa 1:35 P--
Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to con-
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fs 11:30
a. m.
Call "Centrar for Train
Reports.
fore, pursuant to the said direction Sometimes the symptoms of kidneyThis plan contemplates the conpne way or anotner in ine courts.
and the curtain was burried but luck-
ily did not Bet fire to the building,
though hanging upon a wooden parti-
tion. The lightning ran over the walls
in other parts of the building and it
seems it is very fortunate that no one
was in the building at the time. The
room most damaged had recently been
occupied by the former pastor and his
wife and it is indeed fortunate to them
that they were not occupying the
room last Sunday night. The build-
ing was insured and as soon as the
adjustment of the damage is made the
struction of a trunk sewer of modern
I have got several to take it after see-
ing what it has done for me." Mrs.
Emma Espenshade, 219 East Main St,
Middletown, Pa.
The Pinkhamrecordisaproudandhon-orabl- e
one. It is a record of constant
victory over the obstinate ills of woman
ills that deal out despair. It is an es-
tablished fact" that Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has restored
health to thousands of such suffering
women. Why don't you try it if you
need such a medicine?
If ron want special adTlce write to
lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confl.
dential) Lynn, Mass. Tour letter willbe opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict conflow
type, designed large enough to care
for the future needs of the city many
years hence, and so located that in
and bladder trouble are so plain no
one can mistake them. Backache,
weak and lame back with soreness
over the kidnej's, sharp pains, rheu-
matism, dull headache and disturbed
sleep, are all indications of a trouble
that Foley Kidney Pills will relieve
case BhouJd it be deemed necessary
of the special committee, of which i
am chairman, I would be pleased to
have your Mr. C. F. Street answer in
writing the following questions, which
with the answers thereto made may
form part of the committee's report
to the Mayor.
Q. Did you use the quoted lan-
guage upon no other authority than
the saying that it was common talk
Whereupon Councilman B. L. Baca
moved, that the city attorney be di-
rected to test the law in the district
court, and if possible to take it to the
supreme court for final action. Motion
prevailed.
R. L. Baca moved that the Water
and Light company be directed to fix
a light on Buena Vista avenue, near
it may be easily extended without any
change in alignment or grade.
quickly and permanently. Try them.I would suggest to your honorablebuilding will be repaired. Columbus body that you appoint a committee to I The Capital Pharmacy.
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LOCAL ITEMS. WALL STREET.killing an antelope has paid his fineand costs amounting to $96.60. This
amount had not been paid when Mr.
Baca left for home and he did nol
know what had been done about it un-
til he received the letter containing
the above information.
OFFICIAL.
NEW MEXICO RIFLEMEN
AGAIN SCORE
NEW STYLISH HATS
IN SATIN AND WHITE FELT.
They are Swell, at
"The Milliner"
MISS A. MUGLER
OUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Effective Oct. 22.
NEW FALL SILKS AND TRIM-
MINGS AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
NUFF SAID. GNAGEY A ERVIEN.
What Is The Sea-Sic- k Dip? Let the
critics of the rag dances find out.
Lost A roll of bills. Reward of
Ten Dollars for return to Xew Mexi-
can office.
You will find many good smokes in
our cigar case. No trouble to select
F. ANDREWS
Grocery, Bakery and Market.
A u tolPelivery Every Hour! Auto Delivery Every Hour!
Another car of that famoui EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
will buy, try It. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
premiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl un-
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch,
Boys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
Copies of the new tariff on fruits
M'HUGHES AND GRENNEN GET IN MONEY; ami vefiHahleS by the Wells Fargo Kx-
preBS company have been received Dy
the state corporation commission.
New York, Aug. 23. The stock mar-
ket closed easy today.
Following out the usual procedure
of covering some of their outstanding
contracts, shorts were In the market
for stocks and their buying furnished
the chief impetus to moderate ad-
vance that occurred. Considering the
small volume of business, the specu-
lation showed unusual breadth, a fea-
ture being the material gains in num-
erous obscure issues.
Steel, Reading and Union Pacific
moved up in concert and to about
the same extent. Chesapeake and
Ohio moved up steadily to 60, increas-
ing its advance to over 3 points since
the dividend was cut. In the final deal-
ings, general profit taking caused frac
These rates have previously been pub- -
IN LEECH CUP MATCH-- BIG TEAM
MATCH WILL BE SHOT NEXT WEEK
AFTER WHICH NEW MEXICANS WILL
RETURN HOME.
lislied in the New Mexican. The new the particular size, shape ana snaae
tariff goes into effect Monday, Aug. 25 j you like. Zook's.
'j lie only new detail in this connection Thirteen Club The Thirteen Club
is a clause on the new tariff whi'en j will meet this afternoon with Mrs.
provides that where already establish-
ed rates are lower than the ones inJ. H. McHughes of this city, and
.1. G. (irennan of Artesia, two mem- - the ew Bchetlll,e, the lowest ratesPhone No.4 ANDREWS pl)oneNo apply.Ders or tne iew Mexico rule team,
now at Camp Perry, Ohio, succeeded
in getting in the money in the Leech
cup match which was held there Aug-
ust 20th. according to a telegram re- -
tional recessions all around.
Bonds were steady.
Blceived by the adjutant general's of-
V. U. Sargent.
The new fall Suits, coats and dress-
es have arrived. Julius H. Gerdes.
Get License A marriage license
was issued by the county clerk to
Martinez and Miss Klorencia Lu-ja-
both of Cerrillos.
FOR RENT Five room modern
house one and one-hal- f blocks from
plaza. Joseph B. Hay ward.
THE LARGEST AND BEST LINE
OF NEW FALL SUITS AND DRESS-
ES AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
For Rent Suite of rooms furnished
for light housekeeping. Modern con-
veniences, 215 Garfield Ave.
Successful Party .Mrs. V. (1. Sar- -
CLEO HELEN BARKER
VIOLATES PROBATION.
BIG SAVING MADE
ON ARMOR PLATE BID.
Washington, Aug. 23. A contract
for 3900 tons of armor plate for the
newest American dreadnought, now
under construction, was awarded by
the navy department today to the
Carbon Steel company, of Pittsburgh,
at $1 S7.04 per ton, a reduction of
$9li.99, or :!(; per cent under the last
accepted bid for this material. The
Carbon company, which never before
has sought a large government con-
tract, and the Carnegie Steel company,
were the only bidders.
Secretary Daniels attributed the
saving of $378,2G1 to the government
on the contract to the agitation in fa-
vor of the establishing a naval armor
The trial of V. S. Holloway. y
Trial.
lug out of the failure of the Telarosa
bank more than a year ago, will be
begun at Las Cruees Monday.
Appointed as Delegate.
Win. G. Johnson of Roy, N. M., has
been appointed by Governor McDon-
ald, as a delegate to the international
dry farming congress at Tulsa, Olila.,
commencing Oct. 22.
Let Us
Repair Your Stoves
Los Angeles. Aug. 23. Cleo Helen
Barker, one of the accusers of George
H. Bixby, the Long Beach millionaire,
indicted on charges of having contrib- -
flee yesterday from Judge K. C. aij-- !
bott. This makes the seventh time,
New Mexicans have been among the
, winners in the International Rifle
Tournament now being hold at Camp
Perry.
The national team match, the big
event, and the one for which the
Xew Mexico team made the trip more
than anything else, will be held com-- !
mencing Monday, August 2."th, and
will conclude August 29th, after
j uted to the delinquency of Miss Bar
Igent and Mrs. Paul Allen Hall gave a
H. S. Kaune has made application , Tuesday at Mrs. Sargent's
to the local land office for a patent i.onl There w ere 35 ladies Dresent.
plate factory.MOW to the Elisa mining claim, survey No. T)e louse waa prettily decorated with1502, in the Cerrillos mining district, sweet peas 0f various colors. Theon the south the Castilian was much enjoye(i.claim of the American Turquoise Trade at the Modern Market. Our
company. meats, prices and service are right.
ker and Irene Marie Brown-Levy- , an-
other minor, was sent to the home of
the Good Shepherd for one year after
a hearing today in the juvenile court.
Sentence was imposed because she
had violated her probation, a fact
which became- - known early yesterday
morning when she and a man who
gave the name of S. P. Rowland were
arrested together in a lodging house.
Miss Barker was one of the princi-
pal witnesses before the grand jury
which indicted Bixby and also one of
three girls who recently filed Buits for
$50,000 damages each against him,
based on the allegation that he had
been guilty of "high crimes and mis-- ,
demeanors" toward them.
Requisition Papers.
Frank Mourer, proprietor.
Rain Plays Havoc "No tennis to-
day," was the groan of several en- -
which the team will return. In this
match, twelve men teams will be en-
tered from the United States cavalry,
the infantry, the navy, the marine
corps, the military academy, the naval
academy and from the organized mili-
tia of each state and the District of
Columbia. This means that something
like 58 teams will participate. Based
on their standing in the 1911 national
match, the teams entered this year
will be divided into classes A. B. and
C. Class A. to consist of the first
13 teams, class B. of the second la
teams; and class C. of the remainder.
A. C. Iteeither, of Portales, is un
der arrest at Wlnterset, Iowa, and
Sheriff George Deen, of Roosevelt
thumasts at noon today when a driz-
zling rain began to turn the tennis
PASTOR GUILTY OF
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
Portland, Oregon, Aug. 23. Rev. H
W. Kuhlman, pastor of a church at
Tillemook, Oregon, was convicted by
a jury in the municipal court today,
of disorderly conduct iu accosting
women on the streets at an early
hour. The jury was composed of three
clergymen, two reporters and one;
woman.
Rev. Mr. Kuhlman was arrested in
the act of accosting a young woman,
after policemen had seen him speak
tc another woman previously. He
pleaded in court that he had merely
been conducting "social
county, leaves today to bring Reeither eourtB at the Santa Fe club into
back here for trial. Requisition pa-- 1 ponds. Two men spent the forenoon
peers were signed by Governor Mc-- j rolling the court, which will be in
Donald todav. and were mailed to 'good condition as soon as the wea-
Sheriff Deen at Winterset. Reeither
id charged with burning his home to
Get them ready for fall use and then
you will not be disappointed.!
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
.. Everything In Hardware.
LUDWIQ WM. ILFELD. W . H. WICKHAM
WEDDING PUTS END
TO WHITE SLAVE CASEcollect the Insurance on it.
ther is fair.
TO SEE THE NEW STYLES NO-
TICE OUR WINDOWS. THE WHITE
HOUSE.
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
BE SURE.
Canos For Sale The Santa Fe
Planing Mill announces that it will
The prizes awarded will be as fol
jlows:
Class A.
1st Prize The National Trophy,
:$4ii0 cash, and to each member of the
winning team a bronze medal.
2nd Prize $350 cash and to each
member of the winning team a bronze
Begins Survey.
State Engineer French today au-
thorized hydrographic surveys to be
made on the Chico Rico river In Col- -
TjOS Angeles, Cal Aug. 2". Carol
Mason, the girl who, after
a mysterious disappearance from her
home, was found last week in a .lodg-
ing house at Hawthorne, a suburb,c .. . ,,nl.-- "miililiirnD" nr tantttila in oovatirax county anu on me naiua r t; uvn uijc muiuuio ui vhuuid ...medal.
each from a point ten miles west of the of the old patterns architecturally cor- - ras married yesterday to Robert
V
2 rri Pri7.f $ ' in u h and in Burton, an automobile dealer of this
member of the winning team a bronze city of Santa Fe to the headwaters of rcct, at one to four dollars each, de- -
the river. Engineer 8. S. Carroll will pending on the complexity of the de- - city, who was arrested on a statutory
charge, after the girl had told her
story to the police.
OBcers stated that the charges
eign. P. Heiscli, Jr., & son.
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Almond Cream is fine for sunburn and
medal.
tth Prize $2.10 cash and to each
member of the winning team a bronze
medal.
Class B.
be in charge of both of these sur-
veys and will start work immediate;-- .
In the Santa 'Fe river especially this
reoort is badly needed to straightea
DENIES BULGARIANS
COMMITTED ATROCITIES.
London, Aug. 23. The Rev. Lyle D.
Woodruff, a missionary at the Philip-poli- s
station of the American Board of
Commissioners for Foreign Missions,
arrived in London today with two Eng-
lish colleagues for the purpose of de-
nying allegations that the Bulgarian
troops had committed atoocities at
Adrianople.
The three missionaries were en-
gaged in hospital work in Adrianople.
They presented a statement of their
experiences to the British foreign of- -
windburn. Take a bottle with you on "' ineu.uer ui
family of Prince Rupert,eal,,hvyour vacation. c accused of a statutory of---and IfSocial Tonight-Sco- res, per- -
haps hundreds, will be the guests of '! .f thelr ;ha"d RoyalpJH- - charged per- -u..;.i w..i, t ,na at
1st Prize The Hilton Trophy, $3.10 out a verv complicated and complex
cash, and to each member of the water right proposition. The survey
winning team a bronze medal. u ,,, determine accurately the total2nd Prize $250 cash and to each ,,, i1P runoff not onlv in
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
Salt Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, fardea & field seeds io bulk and packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
The menmember of the winning team a bronze .n . r ,lllt frnm fh
"
n club at 9 o'clock tonight
formed an illegal operation upon her.
are to be dismissed.
Burton was released from thewill kindly refrain from wearing evenmedal.3rd Prize $223 cash and to each
member of the winning team a bronze county jail just before the ceremonv ( fice today,
tributaries in which perhaps there is
only water once or twice a season, the
underflow and the underground water
ScnckYour GIRLS to
4th 'prlze-2- 00 cash and to each ""PP d B"y 'her dat(a whi,f y
value iube otmember of the winning team a bronze the.
medal ihere. Following this, the report will
be taken i,,t0 com,t and made the basisMedals for f'lass I? to be of different
design from those of Class A. jf a partitioning of the water amongClass C. the various ditches, the water com- -
1st Prize The Bronze Soldier of;pany and other1 claimants. This sur--
Phone B,ack
45LEO HERSCHPhone Black45
VmnAmA 1117. rWnniM anttra Mnclc on Caoitol Hill In best residenceTerm
section of Denver. Ideal climalo, fine bnildinea, siocle and double privateOpens
Marathon, $:!00 cash, and to each
member of the winning team a bronze
medal.
2nd Prize $200 cash and to each
member of the winning team a bronze
msj Library. Tennis Unirt, Basket Ban, uronuei uroucas. aimeucsnr Physical Gnltnre Director. Best equipped and most practical WesternSspt.
vey is authorized by Section 19 of
Chapter 49 of the laws of 1907.
MRS. NEFF GOES TO
ALBUQUERQUE
TO FACE HUSBAND
h M jS From 14 to 20 venra of aire. Complete Gram--
medal. , Boarding alia Way SCnOOl fOr UiriS mar, HiBh School and College PreparatoryCourse, Art, Music, Voice Culture and Domwtic Science. Health well guarded. Resident Trained Murae withoutimrSSL Write for 1913-1- 4 Catalogue TodayBhows pictures of Bchool and interior views with full detailed Information about rates and free graduating due
scholarships to Bouliler. Denver Univeraity and Colorado College Addrefll
wolfe KKtefi VnT'cr.rlr.' st. DENVER. COLORADO
3rd Prize $175 cash and to each
member of the winning team a bronze
medal.
Jtll 41 T.n in rneh mill in '
ing togs, as per the host's request.
Several ladies were busy today deco-
rating the club rooms and the affair
promises to be one of the most bril-
liant ever given at the club.
THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF
CURTAIN GOODS AND DRAPERIES
AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
For Sale Double barrel hammer-les- s
shotgun and leather case, $15. 142
Marcy Street.
They Were Too Busy Much amuse-
ment was caused today by the expla-
nation given by several Elks pro-
nouncing rag enthusiasts as to why
they let the anti-ragger- s steal a march
on them at the last meeting when the
lodge voted to put the ban on rag
dances. "It is quite true that we were
not represented 'at court,' " said this
Elk. "We were too busy attending a
rag party that night!"
All the ladies in Santa Fe are invit-
ed to inspect the new fall suit, coats
and dresses now on display at Julius
H. Gerdes.
Dance For Miss Pool Mrs. Hun-too- n
and Mrs. Van Norman gave a de-
lightful dance last night at their home
on College street in honor of their
guest, Miss Sophia Harlan Pool, of
lxmisville, Ky. The house was tast-full- y
decorated with gladiolas, sweet
peas and other flowers. Motor after
motor brought the guests who began
to arrive shortly after 9 o'clock. The
dance was a great success, and every-
one declared that there had not been
member of (he winning team a bronze
medal.
IF E 3R N SiSales of State Land.The state land commissioner an-- jnounces the following land sales onthe following dates, to the highest bid-- I
der, the minimum price at which the
land may be sold, being $5 an acre,
j On Nov. 17th, at the court house in
Clayton, Union county, 80 acres in
Twp. 19 north, range 40 east, 40 acres
Boston and Table Ferns.
Mrs. Lillian Neff and two children,
Marguerite and Virginia, her attorney,
Col. William Berger, her former hus-
band, John Neff, and Deputy Sheriff
A. C. Burtless of Bernalillo county,
were passengers for Albuquerque on
the early train today. Mrs. Neff goes
there to answer the charge of kidnap-
ping brought against her by her for-
mer husband. She has a divorce de-
cree In which she is awarded the
custody of the children, but severa'
months after the divorce, so Neff
claims, Mrs. Neff told him she waj
unable to provide for them and turned
them over to him.
Ne brought the little girls to A-
lbuquerque and in October, 1911, mar-
ried again, and has ever since con-
tinued to provide for the children, he
says.
i THE CLARENDON GARDEN Phone 12.
in Twp. dl north, range 29 east, and
320 acres in Twp. 30 north, range 27
east.
On Nov. 24th, at the court house
al Roswell, Chaves county, 1520 acres
in twp. 12 south, range 35 east. Always Stop at the Ancient City's Pride,
la dull moment the entire evening.
It is understood Mrs. Neff charges Any kind of nursing bottle you wanthe stole the children and took them I nipples of all styles, brushes, baby
to San Diego. foods, talcum powders and the most
Saturday the first Mrs. Neff arrived careful prescription department toin Albuquerque and asked permission
,eD fcabv when ill. Zook's.
"YOU CAN'T DO A GOOD JOB WITH POOL TOOLS; YOU DON'T
HAVE TO
The builder's Hardware Stock, of THE RELIABLE HARDWARE
STORE is complete; you can get exactly what you want at any time.
The right selection of tools and materials means thai your building
will cost less money to build, and look better. Each tool keen, true
tempered and inspected before it is placed in stock:
Hammers .$0.50 to $0.75 Locks, bolts, knobs, by sets
Bits .10 to .85 of 6 $0.35 to $1.00
Draw Knives 75 to 1.25 Planes, Wrenches, Braces,
Saws 90 to 2.25 Hinges. Etc., etc.
Their advice in the matter of practical ideas will be gladly given
without obligation to you."
Don t forget to call on me, and investigate the goods behind this
ad., at
The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.
SHOES AT THEto see tne clnldren. Tnis was reaauy i NEW FALL
granted and the mother spent con-- WHITE HOUSE
MODERN AND
ALWAYS
LARGE LOBBY
AND VERANDAS
COMFORTABLE PORCH
SWINGS and ROCKERS
Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City
Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.
,j
siderable time with her daughters.
Thursday morning mother and dau'- -
Dances Here's a nice
is called the Peacock
One of the
one. girls. It
Waiting on Dona Ana.
The state board of equalization is
not in session today and will be un-
able to get down to the real work be-
fore them until the Dona Ana county
tax rolls have been received. The
failure of this county to get its rolls
in has delayed the work of the board
a great deal, and things have come to
such a pass now that no further work
can be done until these rolls are re-
ceived. D. V, Peacock the assessor,
has been written and wired several
times, but the books have not arrived
yet. In his last letter he promised
them on the 16th, but they still check
short in the auditor's office.
Pays Fine.
Game Warden Trinidad C. de Baca
has received word that Wm .Rae of
Mosquero, Union county, who was
convicted about three weeks ago of
ters disappeared. They wer tr-- - Glide. The gentleman's part Is as
to Santa Ke, having made the , '' follows: Two step balance left tothe capitol in an automobile. Nefi! right: walk four or eight steps,
to the authorities and thelward an(j back. Repeat all. Then,
arrest of the mother was the result. ;if the altitude permits, drop into theNeff is a paperhanger. being em Banana Slide. Do this by two step-ploye- d
by Charles Quier. ipjUK around the room (if anyone is in
the way, push him out) and then
It will not psy you to wast youl glide in one direction like Sam Ber-tlm- e
writing out your legil forms ard in his roller skate act. A five
HOTEL DE VARGAS
SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath. $2.25 Up.
when you get them already printed
at tbe New Mexican Printing
minute breathing spell. End with the
"Hospital Hop" and the "Silent Slide'
home.
IAre You Interested in ai Guaranteed investment?
A few years ago any residence lot in this city could have been J? Such an opportunity to secure a fine lot close in and at a price
bought for two hundred dollars. Recently these same lots sold for I that we can all afford will not be had again for many a day. Onlyfrom $600 to $1,250. A few days ago, a certain business man who T tew of the lots closest in and on the new water main remain tohas been here for thirty years, and has paid for the property he oc- - 5 Off be s0,d' SPecIaI Prlces sPeclal terms' se,ected Patrons, time pay.cupied several times over in rentals, bought the place, but paid
about four times more than he could have got it for at the outset. fach ments, no interest, no taxes, beautiful, well-plann- ed avenue, al- -
Many of our far-seei- ng citizens have READ THE CARDS and ivivaaii leys, magnificent vista, street straight, houses straight, sidewalks
purchased beautiful residence lots on Don Diego Heights and are JL ' and shade trees straight. Still, we will have in its truest sense,
- now planning to build themselves homes on this splendid, well- - (
planned avenue, all of which will be on the NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN. JL THE NEW OLD SANTA FE PLAN.
A SMALL PAYMENT DOWN AND $10 A MONTH WILL START r I D fl RKHHD VA N TOlAWFftin OFFICE OF O. C. WATSON & CO.
YOU IN AS YOUR OWN LANDLORD. SEE AT ONCE VIULi ! OlOllUr OI VIf IV I UUBllkJLMU Telephone 189 J.
